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Welcome Letter from the NAEP President

Welcome everyone. We are excited you joined us for the 42nd Annual Conference,  An Environmental Crossroads: Navigating 
our Ever-Changing Regulatory Landscape.  Often referred to as part of the “Triangle” (Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill), 
Durham has a rich history of educational and entrepreneurial spirit in North Carolina’s Piedmont Region.  The Durham 
Marriott City Center Hotel is connected to the Durham Convention Center in the heart of downtown Durham next to 

the historic American Tobacco Campus. (Fun fact: American Tobacco was one of the original 12 businesses listed on the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average in 1896.)  The American Tobacco Campus and downtown Durham in general have replaced historic manufacturing 
with a bustling area full of restaurants, breweries, and attractions.  The conference will have something for all environmental 
professionals, including you. This week will be busy, which calls for some advance planning on your part. Take advantage of our mobile 
application again this year which was one of the big highlights last year in Chicago.  Take some time to plan your week in Durham, 
including both educational events and free time to visit with other environmental professionals. Here are some things to do at the 
conference this week.

Monday Workshops and Training
 On Monday, NAEP provides you with the best in professional education opportunities.  Our continued annual NEPA Workshop for NEPA 
practitioners, provides an introduction to NEPA’s legal and regulatory framework, determining whether NEPA applies, integration with other 
environmental laws, mitigation, and other key topics. This year, NAEP will be providing four half-day workshops.  Two workshops for Air Quality 
Training will provide a regulations overview in the morning and an overview of best practices for managing greenhouse gases and energy challenges 
in the afternoon.  The third workshop, Methods for Incorporating Ecosystem Services into Decision-Making, will cover new federal guidance and 
ecosystem services assessment methods discussed in the Federal Resource Management and Ecosystem Services Guidebook.  Our last workshop, 
Incorporating Wildlife Habitat Conservation in Local Government Land Use Planning and Ordinances: Reducing Environmental Impacts Ahead of 
Permitting, will focus on learning about conservation tools and opportunities in local government development planning.  

President’s Dinner
 The President’s Dinner is always a great evening for our NAEP members and guests.  I want to invite each of you to the President’s Dinner at the 
Durham Convention Center Tuesday evening.  The event will provide you with authentic North Carolina “whole hog” barbeque and local bluegrass 
music by Durham’s own Counterclockwise String Band.  Casual attire is encouraged, so bring your jeans and dancing boots!  
The President’s Dinner is included in your registration.  Tickets are available for purchase by one-day registrants and guests and can be purchased 
at the registration desk prior to noon on March 28.

Professional Education Tracks
 On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the halls of the Durham Convention Center will be busy with everyone attending the education track 
of their choice. We have 42 sessions this year, including the premier speakers in the country which prove every year to be an essential update on 
new developments in the field.  In addition, we have a full array of tracks, covering topics including climate change, coastal resources, cultural 
resources, ecosystems, energy, public involvement, remediation, sustainability, transportation, and water resources. 
 Also this year, there are three walking sessions, one focusing on large-scale ecosystem restoration at two streams in the Durham area, with 
special emphasis placed on the innovative structures, best management practices, and design philosophies used to advance the science behind 
ecosystem restoration.  The second walking tour showcases Duke University’s Stream and Wetland Assessment Management Park (SWAMP), which 
is a 14-acre restored stream-wetland-lake complex designed to help protect local drinking water supply. The third walking tour focuses on a unique 
hike through Duke Forest looking for the first spring blooms.  

Keynote Speaker and Special All-Conference Sessions
 The keynote speakers on Tuesday will cover a range of subjects including national regulatory trends, an update from the Capital, and an 
introduction to North Carolina landscapes.  The National Environmental Excellence Award winners will be announced during our luncheon on 
Wednesday. These awards recognize noteworthy accomplishments in the environmental field. When you see the award winners, congratulate them 
personally and take the opportunity to learn more about their accomplishments.  We would also love for you to join us for Dine-Around-Durham on 
Wednesday night for dinner. Sign up at registration and try a new restaurant while you are in town.

Thank the Exhibitors and Sponsors
 Please also visit our exhibitors and find out what they have to offer. When you see a representative of one of our sponsors, thank them also. 
Without their support, we would not be here. 
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Thank the Volunteers
 I wish to thank Ward Marotti, John Jamison, Lynn McLeod, the track chairs, and the entire conference planning committee for their tireless 
efforts to make this conference successful. Because of the help of the North Carolina Association of Environmental Professionals, we have a 
valuable professional education event this year.  Please take some time to express your gratitude to the planners who worked hard for the past 
year-and-a-half.  It is through the efforts of the conference planners and volunteers that each and every annual conference is the highlight of the 
year for NAEP.
 On your own, thank the track chairs and Monday instructors who brought this event to you for your benefit. Plan to introduce yourself to 
someone new and to reintroduce yourself to some of your old acquaintances. We need each of you to continue to make the connections that make 
us a strong association. Make an effort to seek me out and tell me your impressions of the conference. We need your feedback to continue to 
make this the premier conference for this premier environmental association.

Post-Conference
 To make the most of the conference, schedule some time within the next month to review the handouts and notes. This is a way to reinforce 
what you learned and is another opportunity to realize how the information can assist you in your job. It may be of use to produce a personal trip 
report, highlighting the lessons that you can take forward and use in the future.
 Lastly, over the next few days, take the opportunity to learn, grow, talk with other environmental professionals and expand your knowledge base.  
It is through the focused and dedicated efforts of individuals like yourself that our environmental professions and NAEP thrive.  

Enjoy the conference, and thank you for attending.

 Brock A. Hoegh, CEP
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Welcome Letter from the Conference Co-Chairs

On behalf of the 2017 Conference Committee, we want to welcome you to Durham, NC and the NAEP’s 42nd Annual 
Conference! Thank you for attending. We hope you find this conference engaging, informative, and fun!

The Committee has worked extremely hard this year to prepare a three-day conference filled with timely, interesting and 
useful information to help each of you navigate the ever-changing landscape of the various environmental crossroads and 

challenges we encounter. When we chose our theme last year, little did we know just how appropriate it would be to today’s world. 
Things are certainly changing, and we expect many challenges ahead for those conducting environmental work in the U.S and around 
the globe. 

 As most seasoned environmental professionals have experienced, no road in our field is straight, free of bumps or potholes, and traversed at 
no cost.  Instead, each new effort faces its own set of challenges and unexpected turns, while we do our best to maximize benefits and minimize 
impacts. How do we accomplish this? That is what we hope each of you will gain from this conference as participants from a wide variety of 
government agencies, consulting companies, and NGOs gather to share experiences, lessons learned, and tricks of the trade. Our goal is to help 
each environmental professional learn the information needed to navigate our dynamic regulatory landscape in the environmental profession while 
also maintaining the high level of integrity that NAEP and NCAEP have come to embody. 

 Although for many this is a worrisome time in our country’s environmental history, we encourage you all to embrace the challenges that the 
future brings, find new ways of helping the world continue to diminish our impacts, and continue to be a voice of reason educating as many people 
as possible on impacts to our local ecosystems, regional communities, and the world. We also encourage you to expand your thinking to such 
issues as the impact of activities in outer space and philosophical topics such as the connection of the environment and religion. This is only a 
bump in the road and together we can smooth it out. 

 While we are all working to expand our capabilities and meet others engaged in our profession, let’s make sure to have some fun while doing 
it!  Durham has a lot to offer, so why not get out on the town and enjoy some great food and music. And since we’re here together on Tobacco Road 
in the middle of the NCAA basketball tournament, perhaps you’ll have an opportunity to enjoy some of the local sports flavor by visiting Cameron 
Indoor Stadium on Duke’s campus, the Durham Bulls Athletic Park, or a Hurricanes hockey game. We hope you enjoy all that North Carolina has to 
offer, from our highest peaks to the Outer Banks.

 As the Wright Brothers used Kitty Hawk’s strong winds to take them on their first flight, let’s follow their lead and use this conference to let 
ideas take flight as we continue to represent the best of the environmental practice!

Lynn McLeod, CEP, PMP   John Jamison
Technical Chair     Local Committee Chair
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NAEP 2017 Annual Conference, Durham, NC!

NAEP and NCAEP welcome you to the vibrant exciting city of Durham and the Research Triangle.  Conveniently 
located less than 15 miles from the Raleigh-Durham International Airport, the city is experiencing a revitalization 
in its post-industrial phase and creating a new identity based on its distinct districts and neighborhoods that offer 
nationally recognized restaurants and note-worthy attractions.

 The downtown area boasts an amazing array of restaurants, bars, breweries, galleries, retail and other options – many of which are within a 
short walking distance of the Durham Marriott City Center Hotel, the NAEP host hotel.

 If walking is not part of your plan, the Bull City Connector is a fare-free bus which makes stops throughout the downtown area. 

 Durham is rich with culture – from native Piedmont blues music to turn-of-the century tobacco warehouses that have been transformed into 
offices, retail and dining.  The Bull City offers new arts and entertainment nightly.  Truly, there is something for everyone.

 Several blocks to the west and accessible via the free Bull City Connector is Duke University, consistently ranked one of the best universities in 
the world.  The Chapel has re-opened after a year-long renovation which included repairs and renovation to ensure that the Chapel retains the look 
and feel of its more than 80 year life.  The Sarah P. Duke Gardens offer quiet spaces to explore and enjoy the outdoors. The Nasher Museum of Art 
is a world-class facility featuring both traveling exhibitions as well as an impressive permanent collection.

 Another Duke attraction, the Duke Lemur Center, is the world’s largest and most diverse collection of lemurs – earth’s most threatened group 
of mammals – outside of Madagascar. The Duke Lemur Center advances science, scholarship, and biological conservation through interdisciplinary 
research, community-based conservation and public outreach.  Tours are offered daily and advance registration is required.  If you are interested in 
animals, the Durham Museum of Life and Science offers an array of indoor and outdoor learning opportunities. 

 There is something for everyone in the Bull City and the greater Triangle region.  We truly hope you enjoy this renaissance city and experience 
some southern hospitality!

For more on Durham, NC, visit https://www.durham-nc.com/
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HOTEL INFORMATION
Connected to the Durham Convention Center and next door to 
the restored Carolina Theatre in Durham’s downtown area, the 
Durham Marriott City Center offers not only convenience for 
NAEP attendees but also a newly renovated hotel.  Comfortable 
and relaxed, the hotel’s downtown location is just moments from 
Duke University, Research Triangle Park, the American Tobacco 
Campus and fine dining. For those staying at the Durham 
Marriott City Center, complimentary Wi-Fi will be offered in the 
sleeping rooms.  In addition, there is a 24-hour business center 
located on the first floor which can be accessed with your hotel 
key. The 201 Restaurant and Lounge, conveniently located on the 
lobby level, offers on-site dining throughout the day and evening.

For those driving, the hotel will offer a $9.00 per day parking 
charge for hotel guests.

Specific hotel information is as follows:
Durham Marriott City Center Hotel
201 Foster Street
Durham, NC 27701-3211
Telephone:  919-768-6000

REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, March 27
7:00 AM – 7:00 PM

Tuesday, March 28
7:00 AM – 6:00 PM

Wednesday, March 29
7:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Thursday, March 30
7:00 AM – 3:00 PM

EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Exhibits and poster boards will be located in Grand Ballroom I/II.  
Exhibitors should pick up their conference materials at registration.

Exhibitor Set-Up
Monday, March 27
12:00 PM – 4:00 PM

Exhibitor Tear-Down
Thursday, March 30
2:00 PM – 5:00 PM

No dismantling of displays or packing of product is authorized 
before 2:00 PM on Thursday. The exhibit hall must be cleared no later 
than 5:00 PM.

EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
Monday, March 27
5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
(Opening of hall and Welcome 
Networking Reception)

Tuesday, March 28
7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
(Continental breakfast and 
mid-morning and mid-afternoon 
breaks)

Wednesday, March 29
7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
(Continental and mid-morning 
and mid-afternoon breaks)

Thursday, March 29
9:00 AM – 2:00 PM

Please note that continental breakfast will NOT be served on Thursday.  
Instead, there will be a buffet breakfast during the business meeting 
which is scheduled at 8:00 AM.  Coffee service only will be offered 
in the exhibit hall from 9:30AM to 10:00AM.  Box lunch pick-up will 
be in the hall starting at 11:30AM.  You will then go to your selected 
concurrent meeting room for the Hot Topic Lunch. 

CREDITS AVAILABLE
AICP certification maintenance credits are available for most of the 
conference.  Apply online through your APA account.  

SPEAKER, PANEL MEMBER, EXHIBITOR, AND 
SPONSOR REGISTRATION
All speakers, panel members, exhibitor and sponsor representatives 
should pick up name badges at the NAEP registration desk during 
registration hours.  PLEASE WEAR YOUR NAME BADGE AT ALL TIMES 
WHILE IN THE DURHAM CONVENTION CENTER.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Please turn off or silence all cell phone, pagers and PDAs during all 
sessions and luncheons.

INTERNET ACCESS
Complimentary wireless access in the meeting space area is available.
Select: NAEP2017 Password: NAEP2017!!

QUIET SPACE
If you need a quiet room in which to do work or have a quiet meeting, 
Junior Ballroom A3 will be available for your use.  It will be set with 
round tables.  Larger groups should check with the registration desk 
for availability if you plan to have more than a short casual meeting.

The NAEP registration desk will be located near Meeting Room 4, to your right as you enter the 
Durham Convention Center from either the hotel or the street entrance.

GENERAL INFORMATION

PHOTOGRAPHY CONSENT
Your registration and attendance at this event indicates your consent to be filmed and to the use of your image, without payment of any kind, 
for use in program(s) and for other promotional/editorial activies of the National Association of Environmental Professionals for future use in 
any and all media, now known or hereafter created.
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THANK YOU 
TO OUR GENEROUS NAEP 2017 CONFERENCE SPONSORS!

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

COPPER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS
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EXHIBITORS

OTHER SPONSORS

PROJECTORS AND LAPTOPS FOR JUNIOR BALLROOM A 1/2 AND 
JUNIOR BALLROOM D 1/2 SUPPLIED BY:

FROEHLING AND ROBERTSON
HDR

WK DICKSON

Hawaii 
Association of 
Environmental 
Professionals

Hawaii 
Association of 
Environmental 
Professionals
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OPENING AND WELCOME
Tuesday, March 28, 2017
Tim Profeta, Duke University

T 
om Earnhardt is a graduate of Davidson College and UNC School of Law. Working with Attorney General Robert 
Morgan, Tom was one of the first attorneys to work for North Carolina in the “new” area of environmental law in 
1971. In Governor James Holshouser’s administration he worked to protect the New River and to purchase much 
of the land that is now part of Cape Lookout National Seashore. Earnhardt also worked in the corporate arena 

and in private practice. In addition, Earnhardt had over 20 years in the classroom and retired as a full professor.  At North 
Carolina Central University School of Law he taught Property, Business Associations and Environmental Law.

 In Earnhardt’s “other life” he has been, and continues to be, an avid naturalist and advocate for the natural and cultural resources of North 
Carolina. He is a keen observer and photographer of wild things and places. His conservation-related travel and speaking engagements have 
taken him across North America, the British Isles, Europe, and Asia--including Russia and China.  In North Carolina, Earnhardt has been a keynote 
speaker at many environmental, regulatory, civic, state park, and science organizations over the years. Over the past 14 years, Earnhardt has 
crisscrossed North Carolina researching, writing and co-producing over 80 episodes of the natural science television series, Exploring North 
Carolina. Earnhardt also completed a natural history of North Carolina for the University of North Carolina Press titled Crossroads of the 
Natural World.

 Earnhardt has served on the boards of major preservation and conservation organizations including among others: The Nature Conservancy 
(state), Trout Unlimited (national) and, North Carolina Wildlife Federation (state).  He was recently appointed to the Executive Committee of the 
North Carolina Literary and Historical Society.  Earnhardt has received numerous awards for his work with cultural and natural resources, including 
the Governor’s Award as “North Carolina Conservationist of the Year” in 1994. In 2004, he received Audubon’s prestigious “Honorary Warden Award” 
for protection and preservation of bird habitats and sanctuaries. For Earnhardt’s work with the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences and for 
championing natural resources, he received the “Order of the Longleaf Pine” in 2011.

OPENING AND WELCOME
Tuesday, March 28, 2017
Tom Earnhardt

Tim Profeta is the director of Duke University’s Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions. Since 2005, the 
Nicholas Institute has grown into a major nonpartisan player in key environmental debates, serving both the public 
and private sectors with sound understanding of complex environmental issues. Profeta’s areas of expertise include 
climate change and energy policy, the Clean Air Act, and adaptive use of current environmental laws to address evolving 

environmental challenges. His work at the Nicholas Institute has included numerous legislative and executive branch proposals 
to mitigate climate change, including providing Congressional testimony several times on his work at Duke University, developing 
multiple legislative proposals for cost containment and economic efficiency in greenhouse gas mitigation programs, and facilitating 
climate and energy policy design processes for several U.S. states.

 Prior to his arrival at Duke, Profeta served as counsel for the environment to Senator Joseph Lieberman.  As Lieberman’s counsel, he was a 
principal architect of the Lieberman-McCain Climate Stewardship Act of 2003. He also represented Senator Lieberman in legislative negotiations 
pertaining to environmental and energy issues, as well as coordinating the senator’s energy and environmental portfolio during his runs for national 
office. Profeta has continued to build on his Washington experience to engage in the most pertinent debates surrounding climate change and 
energy. Profeta earned a JD, magna cum laude, and MEM in resource ecology from Duke in 1997 and a BA in political science from Yale University 
in 1992.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Tuesday, March 28, 2017
Edward (Ted) Boling, Associate Director for the National Environmental Policy Act, 
The Council on Environmental Quality

Edward (Ted) Boling is the Associate Director for the National Environmental Policy Act at the Council on Environmental Quality 
(CEQ), a position he assumed in January of 2016 upon his return to CEQ after five years at the Department of the Interior.  
Ted served as Deputy Solicitor for Parks & Wildlife at the U.S. Department of the Interior, where he supervised the work of the 
Solicitor’s Office in support of programs of the National Park Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Ted joined the 

Department in August of 2010, as Counselor to the Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management where he focused on land 
management planning and renewable energy development, and was Deputy Solicitor for Land Resources from April of 2011 to July of 
2013.  Before Interior, Ted served ten years at CEQ as Deputy General Counsel beginning in August of 2000, General Counsel beginning 
in January of 2008, and Senior Counsel in September of 2009. 

 Ted went to CEQ from the Environment and Natural Resources Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, where he was a senior trial attorney. 
Ted joined the Department of Justice in 1990 through the Attorney General’s Honor Program.  At the Department of Justice he was a trial attorney 
in three Sections of the Division: Law and Policy, Wildlife and Marine Resources, and Natural Resources. He also served as a Special Assistant U.S. 
Attorney in the criminal prosecution program of the Eastern District of Virginia. His trial and appellate litigation experience concentrated on cases 
involving NEPA, Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act, and Federal land management statutes. Ted also worked for a year at the Department of 
the Interior as Counselor to the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. 

 Ted is a member of the bar of the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits, and the Virginia State 
Bar. He has served on the Board of the Virginia State Bar Association’s Environmental Law Section, which he chaired in 2000-01.
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PRESIDENT’S DINNER
Tuesday, March 28, 2017

APA/AICP CERTIFICATION MAINTENANCE

 Join NAEP President Brock Hoegh and conference attendees for an evening event which is sure to tickle your taste buds and get your toes 
tapping!  Get a real taste of North Carolina with some authentic local BBQ and bluegrass music. Casual attire is encouraged so bring along your 
jeans and boots.

 At this event you will be treated to a menu filled with authentic North Carolina smoked ”whole hog”, shrimp and grits, Carolina slaw, and 
cornbread. For those of you needing a vegetarian alternative, we will also have a hearty Vegetarian Brunswick Stew and other delightful foods for 
you to taste.  

 While you eat, listen to Durham’s own Counterclockwise String Band – one of the most dynamic young bluegrass groups to come out of the 
Triangle. Bridging the traditional and the progressive, Counterclockwise String Band puts forth a style of bluegrass that is both compellingly new 
and refreshingly familiar. Energetic, creative and genuine, the central-North Carolina five-piece band has quickly become a local favorite, molding 
unique interpretations of time-tested songs and long forgotten melodies while never forgetting the musical traditions of ages past.

 A ticket to this evening event is included with each full conference registration.  Tickets are available for purchase by one-day registrants and 
guests and can be purchased at the registration desk prior to noon on March 28.

 We look forward to seeing you all at this fun Tuesday evening event.

 As in past years, NAEP will be applying for, and anticipate receiving, approval from APA for the entire 
conference for CM credits.  This includes the training on Monday and the sessions Tuesday through Thursday.  
Many APA members use the conference to fulfill their CM requirements.

 Additionally, the North Carolina Association of Environmental Professionals (NCAEP) is pre-approved by 
the North Carolina Board of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors to provide professional development 
hours (PDHs). NCAEP’s NCBELS license # is S-0420.
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NAEP 2017 CONFERENCE TECHNICAL PROGRAM TRACKS
Tuesday, March 28 through Thursday, March 30

TRACK DESCRIPTIONS

Air Quality
 Track Chair: Lynn McLeod, Battelle
 A lot is heard in the media regarding air quality these days. Whether the discussion is around ozone, NOx, carbon dioxide, or 
something else, to the lay person it can be quite confusing. This session will attempt to shine light on this subject and how it interplays 
with society in North Carolina and elsewhere. We will discuss how trends in ozone can be correlated with socio-economic variables, 
and look at the impacts of exempting small businesses. 

Brownfields and Remediation 
Track Chair: Christopher Burkhardt, Falcon Engineering
 The EPA defines Brownfields as properties with hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants present. These properties 
can sometimes be large scale former industrial or commercial sites that are no longer in operation and are considered unsafe and 
unsightly. Through the Brownfields program these once dangerous and blighted areas can be cleaned and otherwise made safe prior to 
redeveloping them into something that can provide jobs, housing, or green space while providing economic growth to their surrounding 
area.  This Session will highlight three successful projects that turned lemons into lemonade. 

Climate Change
Track Chair: Jonathan Welker, Breakpoint Surveying & Underground
 Climate Change is on the world’s radar as a result of the recent changes throughout the world, and it continues to be one of the 
most important issues faced by environmental professionals today.  This year’s NAEP annual conference devotes two sessions to this 
vital topic.  First, we will focus on how to include climate change in environmental assessments. In a second session, we will highlight 
education and communication techniques for explaining climate change, particularly in the media.

Cultural Resources
Track Chair: Heather Miller, Historical Research Associates
 Cultural Resources are often an afterthought in the world of environmental compliance and yet by law they are equally important 
as bugs and bunnies and air and water quality. Indeed, neglecting to address cultural resources (whether archaeological or historic) 
adequately can lead to anything from project delays and added costs, at best, to political black eyes, at worst—and everything in 
between. The sessions in the Cultural Resources track are designed to assist environmental professionals to understand and navigate 
some potential pitfalls of cultural resources compliance.  

 This year, we have three unique sessions in the Cultural Resources track. The first addresses three noninvasive or remote 
technologies that can be applied during various Section 106 processes: noninvasive geophysical testing, the use of drones and 
photogrammetry, and unmanned aerial systems (UAS). Using case studies, this session explores advancements in how LiDAR imaging, 
remote sensing, and digital data acquisition/transfer are being applied in cultural resource management settings to facilitate better 
site detection, evaluation, and preservation. 

 The second session revolves around a case study of a recent inventory and evaluation of structures and buildings in the City of 
Los Angeles, which possesses one of the nation’s largest municipal park systems.  The project assessed resources’ eligibility for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, and/or the County of Los Angeles Register 
of Historic Districts and Landmarks. The inventory identified resources that are eligible individually or within a historic district and 
provided management guidelines consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and 
the National Park Service’s Preservation Briefs.  Additionally, the project led to development of a Worker, Education, and Awareness 
Program and a Cultural Resource Management Plan. 
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TRACK DESCRIPTIONS CONTINUED
 Last, but certainly not least, is a roundtable that seeks to provide answers to your most pressing cultural resources questions, 
from “What are cultural resources?” to “What is the difference between the cultural resources sections of NEPA and Section 106 of 
the NHPA?” to “What is a traditional cultural property?” to “What does it mean to avoid, minimize, or mitigate for an adverse effect?” 
and everything in between. Ask questions of our panel of experts in archaeology, history and historic preservation, NEPA, and cultural 
resources policy or just come to listen. Note, too, that additional presentations are cross-listed with the cultural track, including a 
paper on a comparative analysis of identified best practices regarding historic bridges. 

Ecological Restoration 
Track Chair: Ward Marotti, WK Dickson
 Ecological Restoration Projects are evolving with practitioners making creative and interesting new advances.  As more and more 
ecological restoration projects occur, our knowledge of how restoration of natural systems are accomplished has grown and the 
tools available for use in a variety of situations has increased. This track focuses on showcasing various approaches that agencies 
and practitioners can use to implement ecological restoration in their projects. From creative and innovative methods of stream 
restoration, to evaluating wetlands at different levels, to projects that are actively implemented to help the environment, and even 
projects that bank mitigation credits for future project impacts. Come see what exciting things are happening in the world of ecological 
restoration.

Endangered Species
Track Chair: Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program
 The Endangered Species track features one panel and two single presentations that demonstrate how multiple state and federal 
agencies work together to assess the status and trends of endangered species, and how these collaborations benefit the rare species, 
as well as the multiple agencies, including the Department of Defense, NC Department of Transportation, and US Fish and Wildlife 
Service.  The Sentinel Landscapes Panel (Session 27) features a group of speakers who helped develop a program in North Carolina 
that provides incentives to landowners in the vicinity of military installations to maintain their land in use that is compatible with 
existing military training programs conducted on the installations. The second Endangered Species panel (Session 32) features a 
collaboration between the NC Botanical Garden and the US Department of Defense to restore a rare plant on the military installation 
(Sandhills Lily), and a collaboration between the NC Department of Transportation, US Fish and Wildlife Service, and NC Natural 
Heritage Program to assess the status of a federally protected plant (Dwarf-Flowered Heartleaf), to determine if it continues to merit 
federal listing.

Energy
Track Chair: Ann Miracle, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
 As populations grow and concerns about meeting future energy needs and climate change increase, more research is being 
conducted on new locations for various forms of energy (oil/gas and renewable) and alternative sources of energy. This session will 
look at some of the activities being conducted in this area as they relate to the east coast of the U.S., nationwide, and portions 
of the world. Whether it is determining where we are willing to allow potential new energy sources to be accessed, where renewable 
sources of energy are viable enough to be developed, or looking at new ways of harnessing energy from the environment, this session 
will have something interesting for you.

Environmental Technology
Track Chair: Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program
 As computers become smaller and faster, and program development becomes easier, the use of technology in direct data 
collection becomes more common. This session focuses on some of the new tools available in the environmental arena as well as 
some old tools that have become more helpful in their capabilities. Whether it is an iPad or other hand held device to directly enter 
field data, the use of satellite imagery to conduct field surveys, or employing drones in the conduct of field data collection, the use 
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TRACK DESCRIPTIONS CONTINUED
of technology to conduct environmental assessment or to directly collect and make field data more accessible is clearly a path down 
which we all find ourselves following.

Mountains to Sea
Track Chair: Jonathan Welker, Breakpoint Surveying & Underground
 This track focuses on several environmental issues impacting North Carolina and other states where you find a variety of habitats, 
everything from mountains to the sea. The first of three sessions under this track looks at strategic planning throughout North Carolina. 
Items such as state-wide fish and wildlife habitat conservation plans, the need for wider riparian buffers, and applying rapid wetland 
and stream assessment methods will be discussed. In the second session folks from the North Carolina Heritage Program will discuss 
a new model – NatureServe – to collect and analyze species distribution data across the state.  Lastly, the third session will look at 
protecting coastal flora and fauna communities.

NEPA
Track Chair: Michael Smith, ENERCON
 The purpose of the NEPA Track is to provide practitioners with a comprehensive overview of the most important recent NEPA policy 
and legal updates, as well as tips and techniques for improving NEPA practice and analyses in a number of critical areas. Federal, 
state and private-sector practitioners and legal experts will showcase real-world examples from project case studies for a wide range 
of project types and agency actions. This year’s track will feature progress made over the past year on issues discussed during the 
2016 session regarding the Cohen NEPA Summit. In addition to this special session, this year’s panel and individual paper sessions 
will address a wide array of NEPA topics including:  Annual NEPA Case Law and Policy Update; Incorporating Ecosystem Services 
into NEPA; Tips and Tricks for Third Party EISs; NEPA Best Practices; Environmental Language Barriers; Beans, Bullets, and Bunnies:  
Navigating the Complex World of DoD NEPA; NEPA Case Studies; Adaptive Management Under NEPA; and NEPA Compliance at the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration.

Public Involvement
Track Chair: Lynn McLeod, Battelle
 Public Involvement is an ever changing landscape with its share of pitfalls and land mines. Sessions throughout this track focus 
on informing ways of traversing this road with the goal of getting to the end of the line in one piece. Whether you are developing or 
updating your policies/guidance, managing public involvement for large-scale remedial projects or complex NEPA projects, or just 
need to learn how to include the next generations, these sessions are for you. This track also includes a rather unique Hot Topic Lunch 
as we delve into considerations of the environment from a Faith-Based Perspective. We encourage people to join into the conversation 
in all of these sessions.

Remediation Techniques
Track Chair: Christopher Burkhardt, Falcon Engineering
 Have you found a client with unlimited time and money? No? Well, we haven’t either. Remediation is no different than other 
business ventures when time is of the essence and budgets are limited. Come listen to these four knowledgeable professionals explain 
how they used technology to meet and exceed these two criteria. Presentations include topics such as precipitating arsenic out of 
ground water as arseno-oxyhydroxides and the stable mineral arsenopyrite; fixating chemicals using a new approach insensitive to 
toxicity and well performing in environments with high concentrations of metals, organic contaminants, salt, and pH levels (high and 
low); developing more accurate groundwater flow models including suitable well screening intervals and groundwater remediation 
programs using geophysical logging instruments; and mitigating Vapor Intrusion on large scale projects and the importance of 
choosing the right contractor.
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TRACK DESCRIPTIONS CONTINUED

Transportation
Track Chair: Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering
 2016 was a strong year for federal transportation funding under President Obama. However, states still face a shortfall between 
existing transportation revenues and projected needs. Funding and finance options for transportation projects include traditional 
revenues such as gas taxes and other taxes on motor fuels, motor vehicle fees and tolls, and less traditional approaches like per-
mile charges and taxes on alternative fuels. States also are considering finance solutions that borrow against or otherwise leverage 
revenues, such as bonds, federal credit assistance, state infrastructure banks and public-private partnerships (National Conference of 
State Legislatures, 2017). 

 This year, we have four unique sessions in the Transportation Track covering a variety of transportation-related topics. Roadway 
Projects and NEPA: Navigating the Process will present case studies of three roadway projects—each dealing with issues and 
challenges that many planners face. Emerging Issues in Transportation Projects will focus on trends in transportation planning 
including alternatives to Level of Service as the primary metric for assessing transportation facilities, and the findings of a recent 
survey of 46 committees of the Transportation Research Board of the National Academies regarding environmental “performance”. 
The third session, Case Studies in Transportation Projects, will have two presentations dealing with historic bridges. We will hear 
an evaluation of states’ approaches to navigating historic bridge projects with some guidance for professionals to improve project 
outcomes and a discussion of the challenges of replacing a historic bridge in an environmentally-sensitive and dynamic coastal 
environment. The track will wrap up with Evaluating Impacts of Transportation Projects which will explore issues in the world of air 
transportation and differences between handling transportation projects under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and 
NEPA.

Water Resources
Track Chair: Jonathan Welker, Breakpoint Surveying & Underground
 Innovation and technology are aiding the water resource community by adding new procedures and tools to their repertoire.  In 
efforts to reduce flooding and reduce potential health hazards, engineers use these tools to build more efficient infrastructure.  This 
session will highlight projects throughout the country that have been effective in incorporating blue and green drainage structures, 
technology into storm water Best Management Practices, and incorporation of updated regulation in storm water permitting.
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PRESIDENT’S AWARD 
Project Name:  
Defense of the Chesapeake Clean Water Blueprint

Presented to:   
William C. Baker, President, 
Jon A. Mueller, Esquire,  Vice President for Litigation
Chesapeake Bay Foundation

Accepting the Award:
William C. Baker and Jon A. Mueller

Description of Project:  
For decades, the Chesapeake Bay’s health languished as the 
surrounding jurisdictions failed to control the pollution fouling 
its waters. Recognizing that any effective cleanup plan would 
require federal oversight, in 2009 Chesapeake Bay Foundation 
(CBF) and partners sued the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). The innovative lawsuit alleged that EPA had violated the 
Clean Water Act by allowing the Bay’s health to deteriorate. 
The resulting settlement created the largest water pollution 
reduction plan in our Nation’s history: the Chesapeake Clean 
Water Blueprint. The Blueprint sets science-based pollution 
limits for each state, timelines for implementation, and federal 
oversight. 

Almost immediately after the Blueprint was created, the 
American Farm Bureau Federation challenged the plan in 
federal court. CBF intervened, defending the Blueprint in District 
and Circuit Courts. In 2016, the Supreme Court refused to 
hear the Farm Bureau’s final appeal, ratifying the Blueprint and 
concluding the five-year legal battle. Today, scientists credit 
the Blueprint with improving water quality in the Chesapeake 
Bay, reducing its “dead zone” and helping fishery populations 
to rebound. Once fully implemented, the Blueprint will remove 
the Chesapeake Bay from the federal “impaired” waters list 
and improve the quality of life of the 18 million people who live 
within the Bay watershed.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AWARD
Project Name:  
Ft. Pierce Municipal Marina and Storm Protection Islands

Presented To:  
Tetra Tech, Inc

Accepting the Award:
Shauna Stotler

Description of Project: 
In the fall of 2004, Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne completely 
destroyed the City of Fort Pierce marina. The City retained Tetra 
Tech to handle the design and permitting of the reconstruction 
and expansion of the marina, as well as temporary facilities 
to protect the interior marina while the outer marina and its 
associated wave protection components were constructed.  
Tetra Tech designed an island breakwater system to provide 
wave and current protection. The protection system includes an 
artificial island complex that serves as a first line breakwater 
system and includes mangrove plantings, oyster reefs, tidal 
lagoon features and an artificial reef area. The design of 
the islands incorporated hydrodynamic modeling, field data 
collection and sampling, turbidity modeling, and a scaled 
physical model to ensure the island design would withstand a 
100 year storm.   The development and approval of this project 
required close coordination with FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection. 

Tetra Tech was also responsible for the construction 
management portion of the project including engineering 
inspections, water quality monitoring, manatee observation, 
construction of the mitigation components, annual seagrass 
and bathymetry mapping within the project footprint and all 
regulatory required monitoring.

The National Association of Environmental Professionals (NAEP) will be recognizing significant 
achievements in environmental excellence at the 2017 Conference. Through nominations received and 
reviewed by an NAEP national committee, selected recipients will be recognized for their noteworthy 
accomplishments in Environmental Management, Public Involvement, Conservation Programs, 
Environmental Education, Planning, Stewardship, and Best Available Technologies, as well as The 
President’s Award. A video of the award projects will be on display during the awards lunch. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AWARD
Project Name:  
Port of San Diego Integrated Planning Vision
  
Presented to:   
San Diego Board of Port Commissioners, Port of San Diego 
Staff, HKS Urban Design Studio, Carrier Johnson, CCI Partners, 
Cook and Schmid, Moffatt & Nichol, Randall Lamb Associates, 
Spurlock Poirier Landscape Architects, Nexus Planning & 
Research

Accepting the Award:   
Jason Giffen, Assistant Vice President, Planning and Green Port 
of San Diego

Description of Project:  
The Integrated Planning Vision process was a multi-faceted, 
comprehensive approach to the Port of San Diego’s future. 
The process involved a high-profile effort through facilitation 
of a robust engagement process with the goal of capturing 
a balanced view of all baywide interests. The outcome was 
the Board of Port Commission’s acceptance of the Vision 
Statement, Guiding Principles and Assessment Report in August 
2014, and the Framework Report in November 2015. These two 
documents collectively form the Port of San Diego Integrated 
Planning Vision.

The resulting Integrated Planning Vision represents a 
culmination of an open and meaningful civic engagement 
process. The process was unique in its comprehensive and 
inclusive approach to public outreach involving a broad 
spectrum of stakeholders including government agencies, 
organizations, long-standing waterfront stakeholders, and 
many first-time participants. It is reflective of an approach 
that is holistic and comprehensive, that describes the need to 
incorporate input from adjacent jurisdictions and interested 
stakeholders, environmental concerns, and economic analysis 
into planning decisions made by the Port of San Diego. 

The Integrated Planning Vision laid the foundation for the 
comprehensive update to the Port Master Plan, currently 
underway, which will set the type and characteristics of 
development, recreation, and conservation for tidelands around 
San Diego Bay into the second half of the 21st century.

BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY AWARD
Project Name:  
Seward Highway Milepost 75-90 Marine Mammal Monitoring

Presented to:
Michael Davis, Bonnie Easley-Appleyard, Suzann Speckman, 
Ph.D.

Accepting the Award:  
Anna Kohl

Description of Project:  
As part of the Seward Highway Milepost 75-90 Road and 
Bridge Rehabilitation project for the Alaska Department of 
Transportation and Public Facilities, HDR developed a custom 
iPad application (app), integrated with GPS and GIS, to 
identify, record, and ultimately protect endangered Cook Inlet 
beluga whales during in-water drilling. Geotechnical sampling 
was conducted at eight bridges slated for replacement 
within critical habitat. Because beluga whales are sensitive 
to noise and are known to swim up the rivers where drilling 
was occurring, monitoring their movements and shutting 
down operations as they approached was necessary to avoid 
exposing them to noise. 

To enhance efficiency and reliability, the app integrates aerial 
photography, GIS layers depicting harassment-protection 
zones, drilling sites, and a database entry form for observation 
metrics. Using the GPS location of the protected species from 
the iPad, combined with the range and bearing of approaching 
whales input by the observers, the app automatically calculates 
the whale’s location overlaid with project mapping in real time. 
This allowed observers to monitor an animal’s location relative 
to in-water drilling sites and harassment-protection zones, and 
shut down drilling operations before the whales entered an 
area with elevated noise levels, thereby avoiding disturbance or 
injury to the whales.
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CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AWARD
Project Name:  
Green PLACE: Utilizing innovative partnerships to conserve and 
promote Orange County’s natural resources.

Presented To:  
Orange County Environmental Protection Division – Green PLACE 
Program

Accepting the Award:  
Lori Cunniff and Liz Johnson

Description of Project:  
Orange County began acquiring Environmental Sensitive 
Lands (ESL) in the mid 90’s and has preserved over 22,000 
acres.  To leverage funding for the acquisition of ESL Orange 
County Green PLACE (Park Land Acquisition for Conservation 
and Environmental Protection) program developed innovative 
methods and partnerships.  The  Green PLACE program 
partnered with the development community to acquire 
environmentally sensitive lands to close the gaps in an existing 
ecological corridor that have been preserved both publicly 
and privately.  This partnership between Orange County and 
the development community allowed the county to continue 
to acquire environmentally sensitive lands by accepting the 
donation of parcels within identified acquisition corridors while 
allowing the development community to utilize the properties 
to offset wetland impacts on other projects. 

Additionally, in order to promote the Green PLACE program, 
Orange County entered into a partnership with the Back to 
Nature Wildlife Refuge on its Eagles Roost property. This 
partnership benefits the county by increasing visitor usage to 
the property and Back to Nature aids in educating the public 
about the other Green PLACE lands that are open for public 
passive use and the native fauna that inhabits the region.

EDUCATION EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Project Name:  
Marstel-Day and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service for the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Centennial

Presented to:  
USFWS: Rachel Fisk Levin, Chris Deets, Brima Battle, 
Dr. Michael Kreger, Laury Parramore, Alicia King, Michael 
Johnson, Jerome Ford, and the Centennial National Team.
Marstel-Day: Jennifer Allen, Ann Kuo, Jessica Sprajcar, 
Dr. Mamie Parker

Accepting the Award:  
Jennifer Allen, Rachel Fisk Levin

Description of Project:  
The year 2016 marked the centennial of the Convention 
between the United States and Great Britain (for Canada) 
for the Protection of Migratory Birds. This Treaty formed the 
cornerstones of international cooperation to conserve birds 
that migrate across borders. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
with campaign management and coordination support from 
Marstel-Day, LLC, launched a national awareness and education 
campaign to leverage the Migratory Bird Treaty Centennial in 
galvanizing efforts to protect migratory birds. This campaign 
involved a suite of coordinated engagement and outreach, 
traditional communication, and social media strategies to 
engage nations, public agencies, NGOs, businesses, and 
citizens to take action for birds. Campaign successes included: 
directly engaged more than half a million citizens and 300+ 
partners in 350 activities; involved nearly 30,000 youth in 
bird conservation and educational activities; extended our 
outreach with 100+ media articles; reached millions of people 
online with compelling graphics and educational social 
media content; ensured continued international commitment 
highlighted at meetings among President Obama, Canadian 
Prime Minister Trudeau, and Mexican President Peña Nieto; 
and launched the next 100 years of bird conservation at an 
embassy event in Washington, DC, with the ambitious goal 
of extending international cooperation to the entire western 
hemisphere.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AWARD
Project Name:  
Trans-boundary Environmental Impact Assessment of 
Mainstream Hydropower Development on the Lower Mekong 
River (the Mekong Delta Study)

Presented To:  
Anwar Khan    Le Duc Trung, PhD
Kurt Rautenstrauch, PhD   Nguyen Thi Thu Linh
Christopher Behr    Nguyen Duy Bình, PhD
Dennis (Randy) Gallien  Nguyen Anh Duc, PhD
Cheryl Schmidt, PhD

Accepting the Award:  
Anwar Khan, Cheryl Schmidt and Randy Gallien
 
Description of Project: 
Supporting the livelihoods of more than 20 million people and 
known for its high biodiversity, the Mekong River Delta of Viet 
Nam and the associated floodplains of Cambodia, form the 
most productive agriculture and aquaculture region for these 
two countries. HDR’s team partnered with DHI of Denmark 
to prepare a comprehensive environmental assessment of 
11 proposed hydropower projects along the river. The study 
concluded construction and operation of the hydropower 
facilities could cause long-lasting damage to the floodplains 
and aquatic life. This would substantially reduce the fish 
population and biodiversity, negatively impacting millions 
of residents as well as the local economy. Because multiple 
countries share the Mekong River resources — including Viet 
Nam, Cambodia, Thailand and Laos — the findings of this report 
hold international significance.

PLANNING INTEGRATION AWARD
Project Name:  
Marstel-Day for its works at Mountain Home Air Force Base

Presented to:  
Jennifer Graham, Air Force Program Manager, 
Jon Vernau, Senior Analyst, Dr. Jordan Eccles, Senior Analyst

Accepting the Award:  
Rich Engel, Tanya Perry

Description of Project:  
The Installation Complex Encroachment Management Action 
Plan (ICEMAP) for Mountain Home Air Force Base (MHAFB) 
provided a comprehensive plan to manage encroachment 
challenges and their associated impacts to the installation’s 
mission. Findings of water availability and sustainability 
challenges highlighted the need to identify current and future 
threats to the installation’s water sources and supplies. 
The development of a Water Resources Management and 
Sustainment Plan (WRMSP) provided a near-term and long-
term set of recommendations to address water scarcity, 
increase resiliency, and preserve the mission. The Air Force 
Community Partnership (AFCP) Program process leveraged 
intergovernmental capabilities and resources to reduce 
operating and service costs in support of the AF mission. 
The AFCP process at MHAFB is unique in that it also provided 
an opportunity to address the White House’s objective of 
climate preparedness planning. DOD designated MHAFB as 
one of three locations to conduct a Climate Preparedness 
Planning Pilot to compile regionally pertinent climate data 
and information and establish a regional intergovernmental 
planning process that identifies shared vulnerabilities, 
development plans, and a roadmap for identifying adaptations 
that reduce risk and enhance resilience. Integrating the 
ICEMAP,  WRMSP, and the AFCP process was fundamental to the 
project’s success in having a thorough understanding of how to 
manage water needs to ensure sustainment of MHAFB mission 
operations.
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ZIRZOW STUDENT AWARD
Award Recipient:  
Samantha Kuzma

School:  
Duke University, Nicholas School of the Environment

Samantha Kuzma has been selected as this year's Zirzow 
Student Award recipient.  Samantha is a Graduate Student at 
Duke University, Nicholas School of the Environment, majoring 
in Environmental Management, Water Resources Management.  
She was nominated by Dr. Karen Kirchof for her academic 
achievements and leadership.  She will be recognized for this 
award at the Conference Luncheon on Wednesday, March 29.  
Samantha is a new NAEP student member and looks forward to 
attending the technical sessions and meeting our members.   
Please introduce yourself to Samantha and congratulate her!
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We will attempt to keep the sessions and speakers in the order in which they are presented in the 
program.  However, some adjustments may be necessary during the conference.

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

MONDAY, MARCH 27

8:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

TRAINING SESSIONS (ADDITIONAL COST)

NEPA: Basic NEPA 
Training

Junior Ballroom B

Air Quality – 
Regulations Overview

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

Methods for 
Incorporating 

Ecosystem Services 
into Decision-Making

Junior Ballroom
 A 1/2

1:00 – 5:00 P.M.

Air Quality– 
Best Practices 
for Managing 

Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) and Energy 

Challenges

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

Incorporating Wildlife 
Habitat Conservation 
in Local Government 

Land Use Planning and 
Ordinances: Reducing 
Environmental Impacts 

Ahead of Permitting

Junior Ballroom
 A 1/2

5 :00 – 7:00 P.M. Welcome and Networking Reception – Grand Ballroom I/II

TUESDAY, MARCH 28
 7:00 – 8:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast – Grand Ballroom  I/II

8:00 – 9:30 A.M. Welcome & Planning (Tom Earnhardt & Tim Profeta) – Grand Ballroom  III

9:30 – 10:00 A.M. Coffee Break – Grand Ballroom  I/II

10:00 – 11:30 A.M.

1- NEPA: Incorporating 
Ecosystem Services 

into NEPA

Junior Ballroom B

2-Mountains to Sea: 
Strategic Planning & 
North Carolina Case 

Studies

Junior Ballroom C

3- Transportation: 
Environmental 
Compliance in 

Roadway Projects: 
Navigating the Process

Junior Ballroom
 A 1/2 

4-Climate Change: 
Implementing 

Climate Change 
into Environmental 

Assessments

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

11:30 A.M.– 1:00 P.M. Lunch – Ted Boling CEQ, NEPA – Grand Ballroom III

1:15 – 2:45 P.M.

5 - NEPA: NEPA Case 
Law Update

Junior Ballroom B

6-Mountains to Sea: 
Case Study Using 
Species Data and 

Distribution Models

Junior Ballroom C

7- Transportation: 
Emerging Issues in 

Transportation Projects

Junior Ballroom
A 1/2

8- Brownfields and 
Remediation: Success 

Stories

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2 ECOSYSTEM 

RESTORATION 
TOUR

(1:15 – 5:00 P.M.)

2:45 – 3:15 P.M. Coffee Break – Grand Ballroom  I/II

3:15 – 4:45 P.M.

9- NEPA: Making NEPA 
Practice Better: Progress 
and Perspectives from 

the Cohen NEPA Summit 
Panels

Junior Ballroom B

10-Air Quality: 
Weighing the Impacts 

and Mitigation 
Measures

Junior Ballroom C

11-Climate Change:  
Effective Education 
and Communication 

Techniques 

Junior Ballroom
A 1/2

12-Water Resources: 
Stormwater Strategies

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

6:00 – 10:00 P.M. President’s Dinner – Grand Ballroom  III
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
 7:00 – 8:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast – Grand Ballroom I/II

8:00 – 9:30 A.M.

13-NEPA: Tips & Tricks 
for Third Party EISs

Junior Ballroom B

14-Ecological 
Restoration:

Aquatic Habitat 
Restoration Design: 
Key to Functional 

Uplift

Junior Ballroom C

15-NEPA: NEPA Best 
Practices

Junior Ballroom 
A 1/2

16- Public 
Involvement: Guidance 

Manuals: Technical 
Requirements, Content 

Development and 
Process Challenges

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

9:30 – 10:00 A.M. Coffee Break and Poster Session – Grand Ballroom I/II

10:00 – 11:30 A.M.

17-NEPA: 
Environmental 

Language Barriers

Junior Ballroom B

18-Ecological 
Restoration: The 

Road to Maximizing 
Functions of 

Transportation-
Induced Mitigation

Junior Ballroom C

19-Transporation: 
Case Studies in 

Transportation Projects

Junior Ballroom
A 1/2

20 - Public 
Involvement:

 Preparing for the Next 
Generations

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

11:30 A.M. – 1:00 P.M. Lunch – Awards – Grand Ballroom III

1:15 P.M. – 2:45 P.M.

21-NEPA: Beans, 
Bullets, and Bunnies: 

Navigating the 
Complex World of DoD 

NEPA

Junior Ballroom B

22-Water Resources: 
Assessment of Water 
Resource Strategies 

and Practices

Junior Ballroom C

23-Transportation: 
Evaluating Impacts of 

Transportation Projects

Junior Ballroom
 A 1/2

24-NEPA: Current NEPA 
Issues

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

TOUR OF THE DUKE 
UNIVERSITY’S STREAM 

AND WETLAND 
ASSESSMENT 

MANAGEMENT PARK 
(SWAMP) 

(1:15 – 5:00 P.M.) 

2:45 – 3:15 P.M. Coffee Break and Poster Session – Grand Ballroom I/II

3:15 – 4:45 P.M.

25-NEPA: NEPA 
Compliance at the 
U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration

Junior Ballroom B

26- Cultural 
Resources: Recent 

Technological 
Applications in 

Cultural Resource 
Management

Junior Ballroom C

27-Endangered 
Species: Sentinel 

Landscapes

Junior Ballroom 
A 1/2

28-Remediation 
Techniques

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

6:00 – 10:00 P.M. Dine Around Durham – Sign up for your choice before 2:00 P.M.! Sign-up at Registration.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 30
8:00 – 9:30 A.M. Membership Meeting/Awards – Grand Ballroom III

9:30  – 10:00 A.M. Coffee Break - Grand Ballroom I/II

10:00 – 11:30 A.M.

29-NEPA: Adaptive 
Management under 

NEPA: Current Practice 
and Future Direction

Junior Ballroom B

30-Ecological 
Restoration: Wetland 
Conditions: How Far 
They Have Come and 
Implications for the 

Future

Junior Ballroom C

31-Energy: Harnessing 
Energy from the 

Environment

Junior Ballroom 
A 1/2

32-Endangered 
Species: Saving Our 

Native Plants

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2 

DUKE FOREST TOUR 
(9:30  A.M. – 
1:30 P.M. )

11:30  – 11:45 A.M. Pick up Box Lunch – Grand Ballroom I/II

11:45 – 1:00 P.M.

33-NEPA Hot Topic 
Lunch: In Dreams 

Begins Responsibility: 
Applying 

Environmental 
Assessment to Outer 
Space Development

Junior Ballroom B

34-Water Quality 
– Hot Topic Lunch: 

It Takes Two to 
Tango: When and 

Where Dual Nutrient 
(N&P) Reductions 

are Needed to 
Protect Lakes 

and Downstream 
Ecosystems

Junior Ballroom C

35-Public Involvement 
– Hot Topic Lunch:
The Environment 

from a Faith-based 
Perspective

Junior Ballroom 
A 1/2

36-NC - SEPA/Local 
Regulations – Hot 
Topic Lunch: North 

Carolina Environmental 
Legislation and Policy 

Updates

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

1:00 – 1:30 P.M. Coffee Break - Grand Ballroom I/II

1:30 – 3:00 P.M.

37-NEPA: Emerging 
NEPA Issues

Junior Ballroom B

38-Environmental 
Technology: Applying 
Electronic Tools to 

Make Data Collection 
Easier

Junior Ballroom C

39-Cultural Resources: 
Case Studies and 

Lessons Learned from 
Parks and Preservation

Junior Ballroom 
A 1/2

40-Mountains to Sea: 
Protecting Coastal 
Floral and Fauna 

Communities

Junior Ballroom 
D 1/2

3:15 – 4:45 P.M.

41-NEPA: NEPA Case Studies

Junior Ballroom B

43-Cultural Resources: Roundtable: Dealing 
with Cultural Resources, Questions you Might be 

“Afraid to Ask”

Junior Ballroom D 1/2
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NAEP 2017 CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
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This year NAEP is offering two full-day training options and four half-day training options.

Full Day Training Sessions (8 AM to 5 PM):  For those wishing to take a full day of training, options include: 

 • NEPA – Basics Workshop 

 • Air Quality Training

Pick one of these options and we will provide your lunch.

Half Day Training Sessions: For those wishing to take only a 4-hour training session, there are four options from which to choose:

Morning (8 AM to noon):
 • Air Quality: Regulations Overview
 • Methods for Incorporating Ecosystem Services into Decision-Making 

Afternoon (1-5 PM):
 • Air Quality: Best Practices for Managing Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and Energy Challenges
 • Incorporating Wildlife Habitat Conservation in Local Government Land Use Planning and Ordinances: Reducing   
  Environmental Impacts Ahead of Permitting 

Note - Half day sessions do not include lunch.

NAEP 2017 CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING 
MONDAY, MARCH 27
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8:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

WORKSHOP #1: NEPA BASICS WORKSHOP
Room: Junior Ballroom B
CEU approved. Sign up for a certificate at registration.

 This workshop will cover National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) basics, including policies, procedures, and environmental documents 
necessary for successful compliance. It is designed primarily for new and midlevel NEPA practitioners and will inform agency staff, consultants, 
regulators, applicants, and other interested professionals about best NEPA practices.

 NEPA is a far-reaching law that applies to virtually all U.S. federal agencies and most activities that affect the environment. Many state, local, 
and private undertakings must be evaluated pursuant to NEPA if they receive federal funding, require federal permits, or would take place on 
federal land.

 The key to successfully implementing NEPA is attaining a working knowledge of the regulations, legal interpretations, and typical federal agency 
practices. This workshop will cover all of these aspects of NEPA.

Workshop topics include:
 • NEPA’s legal and regulatory framework
 • Determining whether NEPA applies to a proposed action
 • Key steps in the NEPA environmental review process
 • Determining which type of NEPA document to prepare
 • Scoping for NEPA analyses
 • Successful integration of NEPA with other environmental laws
 • Direct, indirect, and cumulative impact analysis
 • Determining significance of impacts
 • Developing and evaluating a reasonable range of alternatives
 • Writing adequate and feasible mitigation measures
 • Legal adequacy of NEPA documents and NEPA case law

Instructors will include: Michael D. Smith, ENERCON, Ronald E. Lamb, CEP, CEQ and Ted Boling, Council on Environmental Quality

Michael D. Smith, ENERCON

 Michael is a Principal with ENERCON in Oakland, CA, an architectural engineering, environmental, technical and management services firm 
providing a broad range of professional services to private, public, and government sector clients throughout the United States and internationally. 
His current work focuses on providing project and program management, technical analysis and review, policy development and review, and 
training and education focused on NEPA and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) compliance for some of the nation’s and California’s most 
complex and controversial projects relating to energy development, transportation infrastructure projects, approvals of genetically engineered 
plants, commercial space transportation operations, and rulemakings for national motor vehicle fuel economy standards. He frequently provides 
training and strategic advice for NEPA and related environmental compliance requirements as an adjunct faculty member at numerous educational 
institutions, including the UC Davis Extension Land Use and Natural Resources Program, the UCLA Extension Sustainability Program, and the NEPA 
Certificate Program at the Quinney College of Natural Resources at Utah State University. He has served as a Science & Technology Policy Fellow 
with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) at the EPA headquarters Office of Water and Office of Federal Activities in 
Washington, DC. He has also held positions with the U.S. Department of Interior – National Park Service in Biscayne, Glacier and Yosemite National 
Parks. He holds a Ph.D. in Environmental and Natural Resources Sociology from Utah State University, a M.A. in Geography and Resources from the 
University of Wyoming, and a B.A. in Environmental Studies from the University of California, Santa Cruz. 
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Ronald E. Lamb, Council on Environmental Quality

 Deputy Associate Director for NEPA, CEQ.  Ron supports the CEQ NEPA Team on the transition, reviewing agency revised NEPA procedures, 
NEPA training/education, and other duties as assigned.  Ron is on detail from Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps (HQMC) where he is responsible 
for NEPA program management and policy, document review and compliance, and NEPA training/education.  He has also served as Acting Section 
Head, Facilities Planning and Conservation for HQMC, and as Acting Director for Environmental Planning and Terrestrial Ecology in the Office of the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy-Environment.  Ron was previously a Vice President at the HDR|e2M where he oversaw the NEPA business 
line.  He holds an M.S. in Environmental Science from Johns Hopkins University, an M.A. in Political Science/International Economics from the 
University of Nebraska, and a B.A. in Political Science from the University of Nebraska. 

Edward (Ted) Boling, Council on Environmental Quality

 Edward (Ted) Boling is the Associate Director for National Environmental Policy Act at the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), a position 
he assumed in January of 2016 upon his return to CEQ after five years at the Department of the Interior. Ted served as Deputy Solicitor for Parks 
& Wildlife at the U.S. Department of the Interior, where he supervised the work of the Solicitor’s Office in support of programs of the National Park 
Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Ted joined the Department in August of 2010, as Counselor to the Assistant Secretary for Land and 
Minerals Management where he focused on land management planning and renewable energy development, and was Deputy Solicitor for Land 
Resources from April of 2011 to July of 2013. Before Interior, Ted served ten years at CEQ as Deputy General Counsel beginning in August of 2000, 
General Counsel beginning in January of 2008, and Senior Counsel in September of 2009. Ted went to CEQ from the Environment and Natural 
Resources Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, where he was a senior trial attorney. Ted joined the Department of Justice in 1990 through 
the Attorney General’s Honor Program.  At the Department of Justice he was a trial attorney in three Sections of the Division: Law and Policy, 
Wildlife and Marine Resources, and Natural Resources. He also served as a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney in the criminal prosecution program of 
the Eastern District of Virginia. His trial and appellate litigation experience concentrated on cases involving NEPA, Endangered Species Act, Clean 
Water Act, and Federal land management statutes. Ted also worked for a year at the Department of the Interior as Counselor to the Assistant 
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. Ted is a member of the bar of the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth, Ninth and 
Tenth Circuits, and the Virginia State Bar. He has served on the Board of the Virginia State Bar Association’s Environmental Law Section, which he 
chaired in 2000-01.

WORKSHOP #2: AIR QUALITY: REGULATIONS OVERVIEW 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 Air quality regulations and their enforcement continue to grow in complexity.  Regulated sites often face numerous compliance touch 
points resulting from a web of state and federal permitting and emission control regulations.  This workshop is designed for environmental 
professionals, managers, operations personnel and others who are seeking a concise introduction to air quality regulations, permitting, and best 
compliance practices.  This session, taught by a 25-year air quality veteran, will distill complicated topics into logical, easy-to-follow lessons.  
Attendees will be equipped with a strong foundation for their future work in air quality compliance.  Topics to be covered include:

 • Air Quality Regulation Principles and Definitions
 • Regulated Pollutants
 • Emissions Quantification
 • Air Quality Permitting
 • New Source Performance Standards
 • National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
 • Title V Operating Permits
 • Compliance Management Strategies
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Instructor: Robert Liles, Trinity Consultants Southwest Region

 Robert has more than 25 years of experience in the air quality field, including state and federal air quality permitting, environmental 
data management system development, compliance audits, policy development, compliance planning, ambient monitoring, air dispersion 
modeling, emissions inventories, control technology reviews, litigation support, and air toxics evaluations.  His primary regional responsibilities 
include Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Texas, and Oklahoma where he is responsible for managing project work, teaching regulatory courses, and 
contributing to stakeholder processes.  He presently manages consulting operations for Trinity’s Southwest Region.  

In addition to consulting experience, Robert has more than 20 years of experience providing custom and off the-shelf air quality and environmental 
compliance training to industry and regulators.  He regularly provides training in the areas of air quality permitting, Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration, compliance strategies and best practices, EMS, and industry-specific air quality regulation topics.  

WORKSHOP #3: METHODS FOR INCORPORATING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES INTO DECISION-MAKING 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 After two decades of slowly building understanding of how ecosystem services can be incorporated into decision making and the potential 
benefits of doing so, we are now seeing a rapid transition from the research community into policy guidance.  In October of 2015, the U.S. 
Executive Offices of the President (EOP) – the Office of Management and Budget, the Council on Environmental Quality, and the Office of Science 
and Technology Policy – released a memo titled “Incorporating Ecosystem Services into Federal Decision Making” which calls on federal agencies 
to develop work plans and implementation guidance describing how ecosystem services will be incorporated into their decisions including into 
NEPA assessments.   

 The purpose of this training is to introduce participants to the concept of ecosystem services and how it can be used in decision 
making.  The training will provide an overview of the new federal guidance (which should be released at the time of the conference) and will review, 
at a high level, the ecosystem services assessment methods discussed in the Federal Resource Management and Ecosystem Services (FRMES) 
Guidebook (https://nespguidebook.com) and discuss how they align with the new guidance. The methods and concepts discussed will include 
causal chains and conceptual models, alternatives matrices, benefit relevant indicators, and monetary and non-monetary valuation.

Instructor:  Dr. Lydia Olander, Director, Duke University, Ecosystem Services Program, Nicholas Institute for Environmental 
Policy Solutions

 Lydia Olander, Ph.D. directs the National Ecosystem Services Partnership which has been working for the last 4 years to support federal 
government efforts to incorporate ecosystem services into decision making.  She also directs the Ecosystem Services Program at the Nicholas 
institute for Environmental Policy Solutions at Duke University where she has worked on ecosystem services and environmental market policy since 
2005.  She has a doctorate in Biogeochemistry from Stanford University; a diversity of peer reviewed publications in science, policy and law; serves 
on the Environmental Advisory Board for the US Army Corps of Engineers; and was an AAAS Congressional fellow in 2004-2005 working in the office 
of Senator Lieberman on a range of environmental issues.

1:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.

WORKSHOP #4: AIR QUALITY: BEST PRACTICES FOR MANAGING GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) AND 
ENERGY CHALLENGES 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 In recent years, many organizations have begun to face new GHG and energy requirements that will affect their ability to operate 
cost-effectively over the long term. These include Federal Clean Air Act regulations - such as the GHG Tailoring Rule and Boiler NESHAP – that are 
imposing new emission limitations and operational restrictions on combustion sources. Significant new requirements for power generators are 
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also coming from State and Regional programs - such as the California AB-32 rule and State Renewable Portfolio Standards - that involve GHG 
emission limitations, market GHG reduction mechanisms, and alternative energy generation goals. Furthermore, the Council of Environmental 
Quality (CEQ) has set forth guidelines for Federal agencies on how to address climate change impacts in NEPA reviews. With so many regulatory 
requirements now impacting many organizations, addressing the cost and operational impacts will undoubtedly be a significant challenge moving 
forward.

 Outside of the regulatory realm, many stakeholders are demanding greater transparency from organizations for clarity on carbon 
emissions profiles and mitigation plans. Significant initiatives such as CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) provide platforms for such 
transparency. Data reported by CDP is used by investment managers and advisors, asset owners, data and index providers, banks and brokers for 
a growing range of business strategy purposes. Companies, from medium size to large, report information to CDP through climate change, water, 
forests, and supply chain programs. 

 This workshop will review and assess the regulatory and stakeholder impacts of these new requirements and provide attendees with 
tools and response strategies to improve their chances for operating effectively in the future. 

Instructor: Rich Pandullo, Trinity Consultants

 Rich Pandullo, MEM, CM, is a Director with Trinity Consultants and has more than 30 years of professional experience covering a broad 
range of environmental management issues. During his career, he has devoted much attention to problem solving in the areas of air quality 
compliance, climate change strategy and GHG emissions management, EH&S management systems implementation, and various types of auditing. 
In the industrial sector, Mr. Pandullo has assisted dozens of clients with programs related to GHG, PSD/NSR, Title V, State air toxics, EPA RMP, OSHA 
PSM, and RCRA regulations. On projects in the public sector, Mr. Pandullo analyzed emission control technologies for numerous industries and has 
provided advisement on air quality programs.

WORKSHOP #5: INCORPORATING WILDLIFE HABITAT CONSERVATION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
LAND USE PLANNING AND ORDINANCES: REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AHEAD OF 
PERMITTING
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 Since 2009, the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission and the N.C. Natural Heritage Program have been collaborating to implement 
conservation programs and tools for local government land use and transportation planning. NCWRC developed and coordinates the Green 
Growth Toolbox program (GGT, www.ncwildlife.org/greengrowth). This program consists of a guidance handbook, a website, training workshops 
and technical assistance. The GGT provides habitat conservation recommendations, mapping data, planning methods and case studies to local 
governments to enhance conservation in their development-related plans and ordinances. This session will provide an interactive Green Growth 
Toolbox Train the Trainer Short Course. The goal of the session is for attendees to gain knowledge about conservation tools and opportunities in 
local government development planning. Our intent is for attendees to be better equipped to assist local governments to enhance conservation 
measures in their development ordinances.  An integral part of the GGT are conservation mapping data and tools provided by the N.C. Natural 
Heritage Program (NCNHP). As part of this training session the NCNHP will present an overview of the program’s Natural Heritage Data Explorer 
(NHDE).

Instructors will include Kacy Cook and Brooke Massa, N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission, and Suzanne Mason, N.C. Natural Heritage Program.

Instructor Bios:
Kacy Cook, N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission

 Kacy Cook is a Land Conservation Biologist and coordinates the Green Growth Toolbox and works collaboratively with conservation 
partners, landowners and stakeholders on land conservation projects that benefit priority wildlife conservation. Kacy has been involved in the GGT 
and land conservation with NCWRC for over ten years. Holds a Master of Science in Forestry and Natural Resources from the University of Georgia 
Warnell School of Forest Resources. 
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Brooke Massa, N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission

 Brooke Massa is a Land Conservation Biologist with the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission.  Brooke provides Green Growth Toolbox 
workshops and technical assistance to communities and works collaboratively with conservation partners and stakeholders on other land 
conservation projects. Brooke holds a Masters in Environmental Management from the Duke University Nicholas School of the Environment.

Suzanne Mason, N.C. Natural Heritage Program

 Suzanne Mason is a conservation data manager for the North Carolina Natural Heritage Program, the state agency responsible for maintaining 
the North Carolina’s inventory of natural heritage resources. She has over 10 years’ experience in database management, NatureServe 
methodology, and GIS.  Suzanne leads the Program’s data sharing activities, which includes quality control and distribution of natural heritage 
datasets to over 120 customer and partner organizations on a quarterly basis. She also provides training and customer support for the Natural 
Heritage Data Explorer. Suzanne specializes in maintaining data records for species listed under the federal Endangered Species Act and review of 
North Carolina Department of Transportation projects. Prior to joining the Natural Heritage Program, Suzanne studied the genetic diversity of the 
endangered Schweinitz’s sunflower and worked on detecting viruses in wild shrimp populations in South Carolina. She holds a Master of Science in 
Biology from the University of North Carolina.

5:00 P.M. – 7:00 P.M.

WELCOME AND NETWORKING RECEPTION
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II
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7:00 A.M. – 8:00 A.M.

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

8:00 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.

WELCOME AND PLANNING (TOM EARNHARDT AND TIM PROFETA)
Room: Grand Ballroom III

9:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M.

COFFEE BREAK
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

10:00 A.M. – 11:30 A.M.

SESSION #1: NEPA - INCORPORATING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES INTO NEPA
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 Ecosystem services approaches to decisions, which aim to more fully incorporate the benefits provided by nature to people, have progressed 
around the world over the past decade from largely academic frameworks, to best practices that enable these approaches to be operationalized. 
The release in October 2015 of a White House policy memorandum from the Council on Environmental Quality, the Office of Management and 
Budget and the Office of Science and Technology Policy calling on federal agencies to begin incorporating ecosystem services approaches within 
current planning, investment, and regulatory frameworks has accelerated action in the US.  This memo pointed to the potential integration 
of ecosystem services into implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  All agencies that responded to the request for 
agency work plans on ecosystem services, including the Departments of Defense, Commerce, Agriculture, Interior, Justice, Transportation and 
the Environmental Protection Agency noted a focus on integrating ecosystem services into their NEPA implementation. To effectively incorporate 
ecosystem services into NEPA processes, a rapid and efficient process is needed to move knowledge held by the research community into forms, 
processes, and tools that can be used by practitioners and decision makers.  In addition, a large scale effort is needed for training and sharing of 
developing forms, processes and tools to ensure consistency, quality and credibility of methods and tools that are applied. Better outcomes will be 
achieved if this is an efficient and coordinated effort both within and outside government agencies. In the next few years, significant investment of 
time and resources will be put forward for this transition. This panel session will bring together experts on NEPA and ecosystem services to discuss 
and share ideas about this new evolution in NEPA implementation.  We will initiate a discussion of what will be needed to allow practitioners to 
best integrate ecosystem services into their work on NEPA, enabling speakers and participants to take the information back to their leadership and 
to inform a path forward.

Moderator: Lydia Olander, Duke University

Ted Boling, White House Council on Environmental Quality

Ron Lamb, White House Council on Environmental Quality

Lydia Olander, Duke University
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SESSION #2: MOUNTAINS TO SEA - STRATEGIC PLANNING & NORTH CAROLINA CASE STUDIES 
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 As part of a special collection of case studies involving the 2017 host state, presentations in this session will feature interagency coordination 
to protect wildlife and wetlands in North Carolina.  Our speakers will highlight their newly developed methods to identify species of greatest 
concern and rapid assessments in unique environments.  These studies will focus on how they can be tied into NEPA documentation, as well as 
Section 404 permitting and watershed planning.

John Dorney, Moffat/Nichol

Cindy Carr, NC Wildlife Resources Commission: Statewide conservation planning that benefits fish and wildlife and their habitats: 2015 NC 
Wildlife Action Plan

John Dorney, Moffat/Nichol: An investigation into the scientific and engineering rationale for wider riparian buffer widths for Orange County, NC.

Alexander (Sandy) Smith, Axiom Environmental, Inc.: The Development,  Adoption, and Use of Rapid Wetland and Stream Assessment Methods in 
North Carolina

SESSION #3: TRANSPORTATION - ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE IN ROADWAY PROJECTS: 
NAVIGATING THE PROCESS
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session will discuss issues and challenges associated with navigating the often complicated and always interesting environmental 
compliance process on roadway projects. Topics will include a coastal roadway project in Georgia and how the project team’s challenge was to 
balance resiliency, regulations, and resources; a stalled NEPA process in Iowa and how the project team was able to reinvigorate and complete the 
NEPA process; and introduce varying topics in environmental compliance and discuss the role of the inspector on roadway projects. 

Moderator: Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering

Crystal Fox, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering: Environmental Compliance and the Role of the Inspector

Todd Barker, Adrian Collaborative: Balancing Resources, Resiliency, and Regulations for Coastal Highway Projects: Tybee Island GA

Brian Goss, HDR: Eastern Hills Drive and Connecting Roadways Project, Reenergizing a Stalled NEPA Process

SESSION #4: CLIMATE CHANGE - IMPLEMENTING CLIMATE CHANGE INTO ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENTS 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 Climate change has become a hot topic over recent years, and is now being implemented into strategic planning within local and federal 
governments.  Addressing climate change effects, uncertainties, and public concern poses challenges to environmental consultants and 
planners.  This session will give an introduction of what climate change is, and provide examples involving environmental assessments and NEPA 
documentation, both here in the US and abroad.

Moderator: Heather Patti, TRC Environmental Corporation

Ann Miracle, Pacific Northwest National Lab: Incorporating Climate Change Information in an Environmental Impact Statement

Betty Dehoney, HDR: Preparing for Growth and Climate Uncertainty and How It Affects Permitting

11:30 A.M. – 1:00 P.M. 

LUNCH – TED BOLING, CEQ, NEPA
Room: Grand Ballroom III
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1:15 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION TOUR
Location: Off Property – Meet at Registration Desk

Tour description on page 55.
Sign up in advance at registration desk.

1:15 P.M. – 2:45 P.M.  

SESSION #5: NEPA - NEPA CASE LAW UPDATE
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 This session will review substantive NEPA cases issued by the federal appellate courts in 2016.   The implications of the decisions and 
relevance to NEPA practitioners will be explained.  

Moderator: Fred Wagner, Venable

Pam Ellen Hudson, U.S. Navy

Michael D. Smith, ENERCON

SESSION #6: MOUNTAINS TO SEA - CASE STUDY USING SPECIES DATA AND DISTRIBUTION MODELS
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 State Natural Heritage Programs serve as repositories of maps and information about rare species and their habitats within each state. The 
information aggregated and shared by Natural Heritage Programs, using methodology developed by the NatureServe, helps project planners and 
landowners make land use decisions that have the most benefit for society and the economy, while having the least ecological impact. This panel 
session will highlight examples and case studies where natural heritage data and tools can be utilized, from site-specific planning to large-scale 
species distribution models. This session will also provide clear examples of the benefits of enlisting NatureServe in multi-juristicional planning. 

Moderator: Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Matthew Hebb, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Heather Patti, TRC Environmental Corporation

Anne Chazal, Virginia Dept. Conservation and Recreation-Natural Heritage

Rickie White, Nature Serve

SESSION #7: TRANSPORTATION - EMERGING ISSUES IN TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session will address emerging issues in transportation projects including presenting findings from a recent survey of 46 committees 
of the Transportation Research Board of the National Academies, each with different relationship to environmental performance in the planning, 
design, delivery and operation of transportation facilities; and evaluating the effectiveness of using Level of Service as the primary metric for 
assessing the adequacy of transportation facilities and other emerging more holistic measures.

Moderator: Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering
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Richard Record, RL Record Consultants: Trends, Edges, and Issues in Environmental Analysis in Transportation, and Rebooting NEPA

Matthew Ridgway, Fehr & Peers DC: Vehicle Miles of Travel versus Level of Service

SESSION #8: BROWNFIELDS AND REMEDIATION - SUCCESS STORIES 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 The EPA defines Brownfields as properties with hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants present. These properties can 
sometimes be large scale former industrial or commercial sites that are no longer in operation and are considered unsafe and unsightly. Through 
the Brownfields program these once dangerous and blighted areas can be cleaned and otherwise made safe prior to redeveloping them into 
something that can provide jobs, housing, or green space while providing economic growth to their surrounding area.  This Session will highlight 
three successful projects that tuned lemons into lemonade. 

Moderator: Christopher Burkhardt, Falcon Engineering

Joe Starr, Hart & Hickman: PC Brownfields to Brewery: A Redevelopment Success Story 

Roger Register, Cardno: Making a Housing Difference, Public Private Partnership Achieves Success in Redevelopment

Mike Jordan, Terracon, Phytormediation: A Sustainable Approach to a Brownfields Site

3:15 P.M. – 4:45 P.M.

SESSION #9: NEPA - MAKING NEPA PRACTICE BETTER:  PROGRESS AND PERSPECTIVES FROM THE 
COHEN SUMMIT NEPA PANELS
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 During the 2016 NAEP conference five panels’ sessions addressed the real and perceived problems with NEPA’s implementation. The panels 
were continuation of work begun at the 2014 Bill Cohen NEPA Summit, sponsored by Duke University Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy 
Solutions, Perkins-Coie law firm, and The Environmental Law Institute. The Summit was a tribute to the tireless work of Bill Cohen, a former Chief of 
Environmental Litigation at the Department of Justice, who taught in the Duke University NEPA Certificate Program for many years. The 2016 panel 
topics were 1) Organize NEPA’s Role in Government and Recommit Senior Leadership, 2) Maximize Flexibility of the CEQ Regulations, 3) Invest in 
Streamlining and 4) Developing a 21st Century Impact Assessment Structure. This panel will summarize the discussion at the 2016 conference, 
discuss advancements in NEPA implementation, and consider areas for further improvements. Panelists participated in the Cohen Summit panels 
and in developing the report. This session will solicit audience participation in discussing areas for improvement and next steps.

Moderator:  David Mattern, Parametrix, Inc.

Ron Lamb, White House Council on Environmental Quality

David Mattern, Parametrix, Inc.

Michael Smith, ENERCON

Shannon Stewart, Environmental Science Associates

Fred Wagner, Venable

SESSION #10: AIR QUALITY - WEIGHING THE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 A lot is heard in the media regarding air quality these days. Whether the discussion is around ozone, NOx, carbon dioxide, or something 
else, to the lay person it can be quite confusing. This session will attempt to shine some light on this subject and how it interplays with society 
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in North Carolina and elsewhere. We will discuss how trends in ozone can be correlated with socio-economic variables, look at the impacts of 
exempting small businesses, and talk about how planting trees in urban areas can help carbon sinks. 

Moderator: Lynn McLeod, Battelle

Tony Pendola, NC DEQ:  Radical Innovation - NC Style: Exemptions, Once In Always In, and Summertime Gas

SESSION #11: CLIMATE CHANGE - EFFECTIVE EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2
 It seems there are numerous definitions of what is climate change, particularly in the media.  It usually differs from that of the scientific 
community.  Proper education and communication on climate change between scientists and the public will help bridge that gap.  Presentations 
in this session will provide demonstrative examples of public perception of climate change and how it has influenced policy.  Speakers will also 
provide effective communication tools that will aid policymakers in determining the best course strategic planning action.

Moderator: Ryan Savitz, Neumann University

Jessica Cadorette, Neumann University: Assessing the Portrayal of Anthropogenic Climate Change Affirmation in the Media vs. within the 
Scientific Community

Kristan Cockerill, Appalachian State University: Language Matters: Resisting Environmental Problems and Solutions

Denise Keele, Western Michigan University: Climate Change in the Courts

SESSION #12: WATER RESOURCES - STORMWATER STRATEGIES 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 Innovation and technology are aiding the water resource community by adding new procedures and tools to their repertoire.  In efforts to 
reduce flooding and reduce potential health hazards, engineers use these tools to build more efficient infrastructure.  This session will highlight 
projects throughout the country that have effectively incorporated blue and green drainage structures, technology into storm water Best 
Management Practices, and incorporation of updated regulation in storm water permitting.

Moderator: Jonathan Welker, Breakpoint Surveying & Underground

Jason Doll, Moffatt & Nichol: Streets That Drink & Breath:  Retrofitting Green Infrastructure in Historic New Orleans

Sandra Wilbur, City of Durham Public Works Department: Comprehensive Watershed Planning for Nutrient Reduction in Durham, North Carolina

Marv Richardson, ERM: Regulatory Update:  Industrial Stormwater Permitting Challenges / Opportunities

Melissa Ruiz, Stantec: Where Stormwater Infrastructure Ends and the Stream Begins

6:00 P.M. – 10:00 P.M.

PRESIDENT’S DINNER
Room: Grand Ballroom III
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7:00 A.M. – 8:00 A.M.

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

8:00 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.

SESSION #13: NEPA - TIPS AND TRICKS FOR THIRD PARTY EIS’s
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 The third party review process presents unique challenges for the applicant as well as lead agency. This presentation will highlight some of the 
issues to consider in the preparation for and development of a third party EIS and some helpful tips for anticipating and overcoming potential 
obstacles during the process.  Topics include managing real or perceived conflict of interest; managing relationships and interests; determining the 
drivers (schedule, budget, political); and reconciling input or comments from multiple entities. 

Moderator:  Rona Spellecacy, HDR

Anna Kohl, HDR

Elizabeth Meyer-Shields, Bureau of Land Management

Jenifer Young, Parametrix

SESSION #14: ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION - AQUATIC HABITAT RESTORATION DESIGN: KEY TO 
FUNCTIONAL UPLIFT 
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 Creativity and innovation have become as important to stream restoration design as calculations and standards. This session will take 
participants through the evolution of restoration design philosophies and implementation strategies. The first presentation will provide an overview 
of stream restoration philosophies. The following two speakers will present case studies of projects that implemented unique goals (specific 
habitat restoration/enhancement) into more “traditional” stream restoration designs. 

Moderator: Ward Marotti, WK Dickson

Shawn Wilkerson, Wildlands Engineering, Inc.: Stream Restoration Design Philosophies: An Overview

Ward Marotti, WK Dickson: Impairment De-listing: Benthic Macroinvertebrate Habitat Enhancement and Relocation, Smith Creek, NC

Amber Coleman, Stantec: Stream Restoration and Eastern Hellbender Habitat Improvements on Grassy Creek, Spruce Pine, NC

SESSION #15: NEPA - NEPA BEST PRACTICES
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session will present examples of best practices in implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Processes and 
techniques discussed will include new tools for geographic-based analysis; setting standards for document preparation; and the use of adaptive 
management in NEPA analyses.

Moderator:  Nicolas Frederick, HDR 

Peyton Doub, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:  Developing a Definition for Vicinity as a Contextual Tool for Environmental Impact Assessment

Darrel Molzan, HDR:  Standard for Environmental Planning Documents - Should Your Agency Adopt Standards?
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SESSION #16: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT GUIDANCE MANUALS: TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS, CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT AND PROCESS CHALLENGES
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 The adequacy of an agency’s overall public involvement efforts and their efforts on individual projects can lead to unplanned scope of 
work adjustments, schedule delays, cost overruns and lost credibility with the public, critical stakeholders, and key agencies.  These outcomes can 
lead to political, technical and administrative difficulties that are challenging to overcome.  For these reasons and to develop policy and guidance 
that is consistent with applicable requirements and creates understanding about what is expected, many agencies develop and regularly update 
their public involvement policy and procedures and then depend on them to reduce confusion, avoid problems and optimize collaborative decision 
making benefits. 

 The North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) recently updated its public involvement guidance manual. This session will explore 
the process used by NCDOT to develop the manual and the results. The presentation will focus on the findings of a multi-state audit of existing 
manuals, corresponding policies, applicable procedures and lessons learned.  Key sections of the manual will be reviewed and key elements and 
innovative ideas will be highlighted.  Recommendations for practitioners who either use public involvement manuals or plan to develop and/or 
update their own manual will be provided.  

Lynn McLeod, Battelle 

Kory Wilmot, AECOM 

Cyndy Yu-Robinson, AECOM 

Brian Kennedy, AECOM

9:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M. 

COFFEE BREAK & POSTER SESSION
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29

10:00 A.M. – 11:30 A.M.

SESSION #17: NEPA - ENVIRONMENTAL LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Room: Junior Ballroom B 
 Environmental professionals come from a variety of disciplines.  Scientists, engineers, planners - they all have a common goal when working 
together on a project.  They all, however, may have very different approaches to achieving that goal.  Each discipline has its own language.  
Terminology can be specific to each discipline, each may require different information about the project, and each may have different regulations 
governing how their work is done.  And often, they also have differing ideas about what information is important or relevant to the intended 
outcome. This language barrier can be difficult to work around. This presentation will highlight the different perspectives of various environmental 
professionals. A biologist, an historian, a civil engineer, and a planner will each discuss the vocabulary that is specific to their discipline.  For 
example, the planner may explain how the term “significant” has a particular meaning in a NEPA document.  The biologist may discuss the 
difference between “may adversely affect” and “will affect,” and the implications each has on project approval.  Each will briefly describe the 
regulations that govern their work, as well as the ethics and standard practices to which they are expected to adhere.  An example project will then 
be introduced that includes the involvement of each of the environmental disciplines.  Each of the professionals will describe what their role on the 
project is, at what stages of the project they expect to be involved, what specific information they require to complete their work and why, and what 
the risks are to the project if that information is incomplete or inaccurate. We will discuss and define the major project milestones and preferred 
sequence of events.  This will be followed by a discussion of the possible ways to convey project information and manage the involvement of team 
members simultaneously with scope, schedule, and budget. The goal of this panel discussion is to help people better understand why the different 
environmental professionals do things in a particular way and how we might all work more collaboratively - learn to speak each other’s languages - 
to successfully complete our projects.

Moderator:  Sharese Graham, Environmental Science Associates

Michael Booth, HDR

Susanne S. Perry, Stella Ltd Architecture for Historic Structures

Henry E. Haas, E.P., Hunt Environmental Associates

SESSION #18: ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION - THE ROAD TO MAXIMIZING FUNCTIONS OF 
TRANSPORTATION-INDUCED MITIGATION
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 For many years we have assessed impacts on the environment prior to implementing projects. These assessments focused mainly on designing 
projects to do as little harm as possible. (i.e. avoidance and minimization). Few looked at determining what design changes could be done to 
improve the environment. However, as agencies begin to think more holistically about their projects, some have begun to see the benefit of 
designing projects with environmental improvements. This session focuses on how designers and scientists can work together to maximize thier 
project-specific conditions and make improvements that extend far beyond their projects’ limits of disturbance, and, in some cases generate 
revenue by developing surplus mitigation credits. 

Moderator: Ward Marotti, WK Dickson 

Courtney Arena, Stanley Consultants, Inc.: PGA Blvd Improvements and the Restoration of Historic Loxahatchee Slough

Matthew Horning, Federal Highway Administration: Roadside Revegetation: An Integrated Approach for Establishing Native Plants and Pollinator 
Habitats
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29

SESSION #19: TRANSPORTATION - CASE STUDIES IN TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session will focus on transportation projects dealing with historic bridges. Speakers will evaluate states’ approaches to navigating 
historic bridge projects/programs in Indiana and Minnesota providing guidance for transportation and cultural resource professionals to improve 
outcomes in their own locales, and help attendees recognize the challenges of replacing a historic bridge in an environmentally-sensitive and 
dynamic coastal environment.

Moderator: Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering

Amy Squitieri, Mead & Hunt, Inc.: Historic Bridges Nationwide: A Comparative Analysis of States and Identified Best Practices

Blair Wade, HDR, Inc.: Navigating a Navigation Study: Shrimp Boats on the Harbor River

SESSION #20: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - PREPARING FOR THE NEXT GENERATIONS 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 Public Involvement on projects is not like it used to be. New forms of social media, new strategies by government agencies to involve citizens, 
and changes in guidance manuals have caused changes in how public involvement is approached and how trust is built. This session is aimed at 
discussing how to include the public as the next generation of concerned citizens begins to be involved in environmental projects and how to build 
trust. 

Moderator: Rachelle Beauregard, VHB

Sara Bouffard, Bouffard Group Public Relations: The Changing Media Landscape and its direct effect on the Environmental Profession

David Elam, TRC Companies: EPA’s Next Generation Compliance Strategy and the Role of the Citizen Scientist

Nicholas Albergo, GHD Services Inc.: Ensuring Successful Stakeholder (Community) Involvement 

11:30 A.M. – 1:00 P.M.

LUNCH – AWARDS
Room: Grand Ballroom III

1:15 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.

TOUR OF THE DUKE UNIVERSITY’S STEAM AND WETLAND ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT PARK 
(SWAMP) 

Tour description on page 56.
Sign up in advance at registration desk.
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1:15 P.M. – 2:45 P.M.

SESSION #21: NEPA - BEANS, BULLETS,  AND BUNNIES:  NAVIGATING THE COMPLEX WORLD OF DOD NEPA
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was enacted in 1970, and in 1978 the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) set forth 
regulations for implementing NEPA in 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 1500-1508.  Section 102 of NEPA requires federal agencies to 
identify and develop methods and procedures that ensure the consideration of environmental effects in their decisions and 40 CFR 1500.2(b) 
of the CEQ regulations requires federal agencies to implement those methods and procedures to supplement the CEQ regulations. Consequently, 
many federal agencies have their own NEPA requirements, including the Department of Defense (DoD). DOD NEPA requirements are unique 
because of the variety of DoD-wide regulations, instructions, directives, and manuals; the number of DoD components (e.g., departments, services, 
and agencies) and DoD component-specific regulations, methods, and procedures that were developed to reflect their activities and operations; 
and the interaction of these different NEPA requirements. Differences are apparent across these NEPA regulations, methods, and procedures and 
are manifested in the use of different types and formats of NEPA documents, signatory levels, frequency of public involvement, and terminology.  
The NEPA landscape becomes further complicated as DoD actions often extend across department, service, and agency boundaries. Effective 
preparation of NEPA documentation for the DoD requires practitioners to be aware of all potentially applicable regulations, methods, and 
procedures for each department, service, and agency involved with an action as well as how these requirements interact with one another.  Upfront 
identification of the department, service, or agency whose NEPA regulations, methods, and procedures will be followed is of paramount importance 
and might not be those of the action’s proponent.  This decision will guide the type of environmental analysis to be performed, its methodology, 
required government and legal reviews, public involvement periods, required templates, and signatory of the decision document. This presentation 
will provide a brief introduction to selected DoD-wide and component-specific regulations, methods, and procedures for NEPA compliance; identify 
common challenges practitioners must be aware of while preparing NEPA documentation across the DoD; and exhibit examples of scenarios and 
lessons learned from actual DoD NEPA compliance efforts.  It is our intent to illustrate the challenges and illuminate the paths to navigating the 
complex world of DoD NEPA. 

Moderator:  Chris Holdridge, HDR

Leigh Hagan, HDR

Chris Holdridge, HDR

Timothy Didlake, HDR

SESSION #22: WATER RESOURCES - ASSESSMENT OF WATER RESOURCE STRATEGIES AND PRACTICES
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 This session will focus of various aspects of water resource management, from background studies to implementation.  By utilizing the 
available tools and technology professionals can make protection programs more efficient, leading to quicker cleanup times and faster project 
closure.  We will review projects that implement available public data as a research method, the implementation of a Water Quality Protection 
Program (WQPP), and recent project data for a local wastewater treatment facility.

Moderator: Gabriella  Balsam, Southwest Florida Water Management District

Mark Peterson, UT-Battelle/Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Using an Investigative Approach to Water Quality Compliance in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee

Lorna Withrow, NCDHHS, Division of Public Health, On-Site Water Protection: Groundwater quality assessment around wastewater dispersal areas 
serving Corolla Light #1 wastewater treatment facility in Currituck County, North Carolina

Gabriella Balsam, Southwest Florida Water Management District: Decision Support Systems for Water Resource Management: Investigating 
Stakeholder Perceptions of System Use

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
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SESSION #23: TRANSPORTATION - EVALUATING IMPACTS OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session will explore how airports are unique transportation facilities with unique needs. Discussions include the effect of incompatible 
land use on airport safety and operations and what benefits can be achieved when there is effective land use planning around airports, and 
the unique impacts associated with airport projects at North Carolina’s publicly owned airports, with a focus on environmental impact analysis 
associated with NEPA documentation. This session also includes a presentation on the substantial overlap and important differences in the 
recommended approaches to evaluating impacts under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and NEPA.

Moderator: Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering

Jennifer Fuller, NCDOT Division of Aviation: Environmental Considerations at Airports

Jacqueline Sweatt, FAA

James Maughan, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center: Determining Intensity of Environmental Impacts: CEQA vs. NEPA

SESSION #24: NEPA - CURRENT NEPA ISSUES
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 NEPA practice is constantly changing, and practitioners struggle with how to tackle frequently-reoccurring analysis issues. This session 
will cover several of these common issues, including how to best approach revised and supplemental NEPA analyses; a status report update on 
integrating environmental justice into NEPA; challenges in managing data used for analysis; and a recent survey of the different methods various 
federal agencies use to implement NEPA.

Moderator: Adam Karagosian, WSP, Parsons Brinkerhoff

Charles Nicholson, Tennessee Valley Authority:  A Survey of Recent Supplemental and Revised Environmental Impact Statements: Why, Who, and 
How Many

Gary Blank, North Carolina State University:  Environmental Justice and NEPA Implementation: Two Decades Since EO 12898

Laura Johnson, ICF:  The Data Challenges of and Solutions for NEPA

Lee Ellen Carter, RMC, Inc.:  Methods Federal Government Agencies Implement to Comply with the National Environmental Policy Act

2:45 P.M. – 3:15 P.M.

COFFEE BREAK AND POSTER SESSION
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

3:15 P.M. – 4:45 P.M.

SESSION #25: NEPA - NEPA COMPLIANCE AT THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 This session will present various perspectives and issues with the NEPA process at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Topics 
presented include a history of NEPA implementation at FDA; a case study for applying NEPA programmatically for a non-site-specific action; and 
how NEPA is applied to approvals for veterinary pharmaceuticals and food additives.

Moderator: Annette McCarthy, U.S. Food and Drug Administration
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Hoshing Chang, U.S. Food and Drug Administration:  The History of NEPA at FDA

Annette McCarthy, U.S. Food and Drug Administration:  FDA’s Produce Safety Rule: A Case Study of NEPA Analysis for a Non-Site Specific Action

Rebecca Cluster, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Center for Veterinary Medicine:  Overview of the NEPA Process for Veterinary Pharmaceuticals 
and Food Additives at FDA’s CVM

SESSION #26: CULTURAL RESOURCES - RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS IN CULTURAL 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 This session addresses three noninvasive or remote technologies that can be applied during various Section 106 processes: noninvasive 
geophysical testing, the use of drones and photogrammetry, and unmanned aerial systems (UAS). Using case studies, this session explores 
advancements in how LiDAR imaging, remote sensing, and digital data acquisition/transfer are being applied in cultural resource management 
settings to facilitate better site detection, evaluation, and preservation. With today’s practices of geophysical prospecting, satellite imaging, 3D 
scanning, digital data collection and analysis, and UAS, cultural resource professionals maintain an enduring legacy of technological innovation. 

Moderator: Garrett Silliman, JMT 

Shawn Patch, New South Associates  

Mary Alfson Tinsman, JMT

Sara McLaughlin, JMT

SESSION 27: ENDANGERED SPECIES - SENTINEL LANDSCAPES 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 Sentinel landscapes are working or natural lands that are important to protecting the Nation’s military readiness and operations. They are places 
where preserving the working and rural character of key landscapes strengthens the economies of farms, ranches, and forests; conserves habitat and 
natural resources; and protects vital test and training missions conducted on those military installations that anchor such landscapes. 

 The purpose of this panel presentation is to explore the beginnings of the concept of Sentinel landscapes beginning with the U.S. Marine Corps 
in Eastern North Carolina that resulted in partnership of Federal, state, and local agencies and organizations that covers a 25-county region that will 
enable the military to address top priority encroachment concerns including restrictions related to species conservation and potential development 
of privately owned agriculture, forest, and open space lands. Programs and initiatives have been established to offer voluntary landowner incentives 
protecting aviation training routes through the promotion of compatible land uses, while another initiative has been developed to create high quality 
habitat for the red-cockaded woodpecker outside the installation in order to avoid training restrictions inside the installation’s boundaries. Through the 
North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, qualifying landowners in the region will also be able to assess funding assistance for 
implementing best management practices for land and water resources management which will provide additional income for farmers that will help 
deter development while protecting natural resources. 

 Members of the panel will also discuss the details of the various programs and initiatives (e.g., compatible land use planning, Food and Fuel for the 
Forces, conservation partnering, voluntary programs and incentives, etc.) to deter development, while protecting military mission and operations, and at 
the same time protecting critical habitat, natural resources, and working lands (farmland and forest lands). Members of the panel will also discuss next 
steps including the consideration of expanding the concept of Sentinel Landscapes to Sentinel Seascapes.

Moderator: Helene Merkel, Marstel-Day, LLC

Rich Engel, Marstel-Day, LLC
Paul Friday, Marine Corps Installations East (MCIEAST)
Dewitt Hardee, North Carolina Department of Agriculture
Chester Lowder, North Carolina Farm Bureau

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
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SESSION #28: REMEDIATION TECHNIQUES
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 Have you found a client with unlimited time and money? No? Well, we haven’t either. Remediation is no different than other business 
ventures when time is of the essence and budgets are limited. Come listen to these four knowledgeable professionals explain how they have used 
technology to meet and exceed these two criteria. 

This session will discuss:
 • Precipitating Arsenic out of ground water as arseno-oxyhydroxides and the stable mineral arsenopyrite;
 • Fixating Chemicals using a new approach insensitive to toxicity and well performing in environments with high concentrations of metals, 

organic contaminants, salt, and pH levels (high and low);
 • Developing more accurate groundwater flow models including suitable well screening intervals and groundwater remediation programs 

using geophysical logging instruments; and
 • Mitigating Vapor Intrusion on large scale projects and the importance of choosing the right contractor.

Moderator: Christopher Burkhardt, Falcon Engineering

Patrick Hicks, PeroxyChem: Chemical Fixation of Priority Heavy Metals in Soil, Sediment and Groundwater using MetaFix Reagents 

Jorgen Bergstrom, GEL Geophysics, LLC: Geophysical Borehole Logging in Fractured Rock for Hydrogeological Applications 

David Pass, Bureau Veritas: In Situ Remediation of Arsenic in Groundwater, Using Biotic and Abiotic Processes

Tony McDonald, A-Z Solutions, Inc.: The East Bank of the Flats Project - A Lesson in Vapor Intrusion Mitigation for Large Scale Buildings

6:00 P.M. – 10:00 P.M.

DINE AROUND DURHAM
Sign up for your choice before 2:00 P.M.

Sign-up sheets are located at registration.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 30

8:00 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.

MEMBERSHIP MEETING/AWARDS
Room: Grand Ballroom III
A buffet breakfast will be available.

9:30 A.M. – 1:30 P.M.

DUKE FOREST TOUR 
Lunch will be provided upon return to the hotel.

Tour description on page 57.
Sign up in advance at registration desk.

9:30 A.M. – 10:00 A.M.

COFFEE BREAK
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

10:00 A.M. – 11:30 A.M.

SESSION #29: NEPA -  ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT UNDER NEPA: CURRENT PRACTICE AND FUTURE 
DIRECTION
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 Adaptive management is not new and has been discussed in the context of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for several years, 
including guidance from Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in 2011 in the memo on appropriate use of mitigation and monitoring. The 
application of adaptive management to conservation and the management of natural systems traces its roots to the early 1990s and has since 
been developed as a resource management technique with a variety of tools and procedures available. For NEPA evaluations and decisions 
adaptive management is attractive considering the limitations of science and realities of our ability to predict environmental outcomes accurately. 
Recently the concept has seen increased attention as a potential means of streamlining NEPA and there are different views on how it can or should 
be applied. This panel will present a brief summary of what adaptive management is, its history, legal considerations, and current practice in a 
variety of contexts. Topics to be explored include specificity in describing outcomes, monitoring commitments, potential roles for citizen scientists 
in monitoring, recourse when mitigation measures do not succeed, and relevant case law. Panelists include both agency and private sector NEPA 
practitioners and legal experts.

Moderator: David Mattern, Parametrix, Inc.

Ray Clark, Rivercrossing Strategies
Jennifer Hernandez, Holland & Knight
David Mattern, Parametrics, Inc.
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SESSION #30: ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION - WETLAND CONDITIONS: HOW FAR THEY HAVE COME 
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 
Room: Junior Ballroom C 
 “Wetlands are among the most productive ecosystems in the world, comparable to rain forests and coral reefs” (EPA, 2017; https://www.
epa.gov/wetlands/why-are-wetlands-important). This session focuses on assessing wetland health. The first presentation overviews the condition of 
wetlands throughout the country based on EPA’s 2011 National Wetland Condition Assessment. The second presentation focuses down to just the 
wetlands in Florida, comparing 2011 data to 2016 data and how wetlands have changed over time. The last presentation drills down even more to 
look specifically at the impacts of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill on individual species within a particular Louisiana coastal salt marsh.

Moderator: Ward Marotti, WK Dickson

Chris Faulkner, U.S. EPA Wetlands Division: The 2011 National Wetland Condition Assessment: A Report Card on the Health of the Nation’s Wetlands

Kelly Reiss, American Public University: Tracking Wetland Condition through Time: Methods, Preliminary Results, and Implications 

Donald Deis, Atkins: Effects of Shoreline Oiling on Salt Marsh Macroinvertebrates

SESSION #31: ENERGY - HARNESSING ENERGY FROM THE ENVIRONMENT 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 As populations grow and concerns about meeting future energy needs and climate change increase, more research is being conducted 
on new locations for various forms of energy (oil/gas and renewable) and alternative sources of energy. This session will look at some of the 
activities being conducted in this area as they relate to the east coast of the U.S., nationwide, and portions of the world. Whether it is determining 
where we are willing to allow potential new energy sources to be accessed, where renewable sources of energy are viable enough to be developed, 
or looking at new ways of harnessing energy from the environment, this session will have something interesting for you.

Moderator: Ann Miracle, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Brian Cameron, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management: Seismic Events along the North Carolina Coastal Zone
Angel McCoy, McCoy Environmental Group, Inc.: An Update on the Status of Offshore Renewable Energy in the U.S.
Nikola Lakic: Harnessing Energy and Water in the Salton Sea

SESSION #32: ENDANGERED SPECIES - SAVING OUR NATIVE PLANTS 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 This session includes 2 single presentations, each about a plant species that occurs in the Carolinas. One species - the Sandhills Lily 
(Lily pyrophilum) - is endemic to the Sandhills and Coastal Plain, and the other - Dwarf-flowered Heartleaf (Hexastylis naniflora) - occurs only in 
the western Piedmont and foothills.  

Moderator: Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Michael Kunz, NC Botanical Garden, University of NC-Chapel Hill: Propagation and Reintroduction of the Sandhills lily (Lily pyrophilum)
Laura Robinson, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program: An evaluation of the status of Dwarf-flowered heartleaf (Hexastylis naniflora), a 
federally threatened species
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11:45 A.M. – 1:00 P.M.

HOT TOPIC LUNCHES
(Pick up box lunches)

Grand Ballroom I/II 

SESSION #33: NEPA HOT TOPIC LUNCH - IN DREAMS BEGINS RESPONSIBILITY: APPLYING 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TO OUTER SPACE DEVELOPMENT
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 Assessing the environmental consequences of our actions has become an increasingly common tool in project planning. It is accepted as a 
pragmatic step that can reduce costs for mitigation and remediation and preserve options for future generations.  But the geographic scope 
of human actions is expanding faster than environmental regulation.  Although outer space exploration is still considered “science fiction” by 
many, spacefaring nations as well as private entrepreneurs such as Elon Musk’s SpaceX and Jeff Bezos’s Blue Origin have proposed ventures to 
mine asteroids and the Moon, to construct permanent human habitations on Mars, and to undertake other very significant projects in the near 
future.  A reality of this opening frontier is that we are failing to identify and assess the potential environmental impacts of extraterrestrial actions.  
Without such analyses, space projects may result in the unintended consequences of environmental degradation experienced here on Earth. While 
instruments such as the US National Environmental Policy Act provide legally tested regulatory models that can guide impact assessment here on 
Earth, statutory legal frameworks may not work as well in the international environment of outer space.  A proposal for industry-driven standards 
and an environmental code of conduct based, in part, on best management practices is offered for consideration. The work of environmental 
professionals no longer needs to be confined to Earth; outer space offers a very real, exciting and unique opportunity for future growth.

Moderator: William Kramer, Hawaii Research Center for Future Studies 

SESSION #34: WATER QUALITY HOT TOPIC LUNCH - IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO: WHEN AND WHERE 
DUAL NUTRIENT (N&P) REDUCTIONS ARE NEEDED TO PROTECT LAKES AND DOWNSTREAM 
ECOSYSTEMS
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 Preventing harmful algal blooms (HABs) is needed to protect lakes and downstream ecosystems. Traditionally, reducing phosphorus (P) inputs was 
the prescribed solution for lakes, based on the assumption that P universally limits HAB formation. Reduction of P inputs has decreased HABs 
in many lakes, but was not successful in others. Thus, the “P-only” paradigm is over-generalized. Whole-lake experiments indicate that HABs are 
often stimulated more by combined P and nitrogen (N) enrichment rather than N or P alone, indicating that the dynamics of both nutrients are 
important for HAB control. The changing paradigm from P-only to dual nutrient control is supported by studies indicating that (1) biological N 
fixation cannot always meet lake ecosystem N needs, and (2) that anthropogenic N and P loading has increased dramatically in recent decades. 
Sediment P accumulation supports long-term internal loading, while N may escape via denitrification, leading to perpetual N deficits. Hence, 
controlling both N and P inputs will help control HABs in some lakes and also reduce N export to downstream N-sensitive ecosystems. Managers 
should consider whether balanced control of N and P will most effectively reduce HABs along the freshwater-marine continuum.

Hans W. Paerl, UNC-Chapel Hill Institute of Marine Sciences, Morehead City

SESSION #35: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT HOT TOPIC LUNCH - THE ENVIRONMENT FROM A FAITH-BASED 
PERSPECTIVE 
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2
 Why would a good God allow bad pollution? During this Hot Topic Lunch we will discuss a biblical perspective of the current state of this world 
and the progressive decline of the environment. The presentations and speakers will address the past, present, and future of the environmental 
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problems of this world; the etiology of the current state of our environment; the solutions to these problems; how to live in peace and harmony in a 
polluted world; and what we should expect in the future.

Moderator: Jessica Tisdale, HDR

Wendell Hartlauer, Beit Shalom Balevav

SESSION #36: NC/SEPA LOCAL REGULATIONS HOT TOPIC LUNCH: NORTH CAROLINA 
ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION AND POLICY UPDATES
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 Environmental professionals in North Carolina are currently adapting to a new Governor and several years’ worth of changes in state 
legislation and regulatory guidance. Our speaker(s) will update us on recent regulatory changes, new priorities from Governor Cooper, and pending 
legislation being considered at the General Assembly. The Secretary of North Carolina’s Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has been 
invited to speak and may be joined by Craig Bromby, an environmental attorney with 40+ years of experience in NC and currently serving as Deputy 
General Counsel in DEQ.

Moderator: Ward Marotti, WK Dickson

Michael S. Regan, Secretary of the NC Department of Environmental Quality 
Craig Bromby, Deputy General Counsel for the NC Department of Environmental Quality 

1:00 P.M. – 1:30 P.M.

COFFEE BREAK
Room: Grand Ballroom I/II

1:30 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.

SESSION #37: NEPA - EMERGING NEPA ISSUES
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 This session will describe case studies for several emerging NEPA issues, including the unique nature of mitigation as applied to 
licensing/permitting actions; the development of programmatic agreements; and determining the proper level of environmental review for projects.

Moderator: Derek Richard, ENERCON 

Peyton Doub, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:  Role of Mitigation in EISs Prepared by Regulatory Agencies for Licensing or Permitting Actions
Robbie Hayes and Eric Beightel, WSP/Parsons Brinckerhoff:  Roadmap for Developing and Implementing Programmatic Agreements
John Irving, Idaho National Laboratory:  Level of Environmental Review in a Highly Regulated Landscape: Too Little, Too Much, or Just Right?
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SESSION #38: ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY - APPLYING ELECTRONIC TOOLS TO MAKE DATA 
COLLECTION EASIER 
Room: Junior Ballroom C
 As computers become smaller and faster, and program development becomes easier, the use of technology in direct data collection 
becomes more common. This session focuses on some of the new tools available in the environmental arena as well as some old tools that have 
become more helpful in their capabilities. Whether it is an IPad or other hand held device to directly enter field data, the use of satellite imagery 
to conduct field surveys, or employing drones in the conduct of field data collection, the use of technology to conduct environmental assessment 
or to directly collect and make field data more accessible is clearly a path down which we all find ourselves following.

Moderator: Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Anna Kohl, HDR, iPads In the Field: Advanced Custom Data Collection Applications for Environmental Professionals
Kevin O’Brien, Lightship Works Inc.: Electronic Field Data Collection System
Ruth Hook, KCI Technologies, Inc.: Using Collector for ArcGIS for Field Surveys
Jonathan Welker, Breakpoint Surveying and Underground: UAS Applications in the Environmental Industry

SESSION #39: CULTURAL RESOURCES - CASE STUDIES AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM PARKS AND 
PRESERVATION
Room: Junior Ballroom A 1/2 
 This session revolves around a case study of a recent inventory and evaluation of buildings and structures in the County of Los Angeles, which 
possesses one of the nation’s largest municipal park systems. The project assessed resources’ eligibility for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, and/or the County of Los Angeles Register of Historic Districts and Landmarks. The 
inventory identified resources that are eligible individually or within a historic district and provided management guidelines consistent with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and the National Park Service’s Preservation Briefs.  Additionally, the 
project led to development of a Worker, Education, and Awareness Program and a Cultural Resource Management Plan.

Moderator: Marie Campbell, Sapphos Environmental, Inc. 

Carrie Chasteen, Sapphos Environmental, Inc. 
Clint Helton, PaleoWest Archaeology
Shawn Fehrenbach, PaleoWest Archaeology

SESSION #40: MOUNTAINS TO SEA - PROTECTING COASTAL FLORAL AND FAUNA COMMUNITIES 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2
 One of North Carolina’s most valuable assets are its beaches and coastal communities, and planners and scientists work tirelessly to protect 
the native environment.  But as the demand for beach renourishment increases, environmentally sensitive areas become more vulnerable.  This 
session will showcase how dredging projects around Coastal Carolina has impacted these zones and what professionals are doing to mitigate 
impacts.  

Moderator: Evan Hill, UNCW

Brad Rosov, CB&I: The State of Understanding on the Impacts of Beach Nourishment Activities on Infaunal Communities
Kris Thoemke, Coastal Engineering Consultants, Inc.: Seagrass community responses to inlet dredging
Evan Hill, UNCW: Sea Level Rise Hazard Assessment for Wilmington, North Carolina
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3:15 P.M. – 4:45 P.M.

SESSION #41: NEPA - NEPA CASE STUDIES
Room: Junior Ballroom B
 This session will present challenges and lessons learned from several NEPA case studies, including the use a tiered NEPA approach for 
a highway project; co-managing the NEPA and Certificate for Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) planning processes; and integrating the 
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and NEPA decision-making processes for coal mining in Tennessee.

Moderator: Leslie Tice, ERM 

Doug Eberhart, Wilson & Company Engineers:  A Tiered EIS in the Land Where Time Stood Still
Steven Swarr, McCormick Taylor:  Traversing Parallel Planning Processes: Nuances Between Acquiring a NEPA Approval vs. a CPCN
Michael Mayer, Barr Engineering:  Lands Unsuitable for Mining: Integrating SMCRA and NEPA Decision-Making Processes

SESSION # 43: CULTURAL RESOURCES - ROUNDTABLE: DEALING WITH CULTURAL RESOURCES, 
QUESTIONS YOU MIGHT BE AFRAID TO ASK 
Room: Junior Ballroom D 1/2 
 This roundtable seeks to provide answers to your cultural resources questions, from “What are cultural resources?” to “What is the difference 
between the cultural resources compliance under NEPA and NHPA Section 106?” to “What is a traditional cultural property?” to “What does 
it mean to consult with tribes and interested parties?” and everything in between.  Ask questions in person (or submit them via the NAEP app 
“Session Channel” function) of our panel of experts from across the country in archaeology, history and historic preservation, NEPA, and cultural 
resources policy or just come to listen. This panel will be a forum that will provide a wide range of perspectives and hopefully lots of answers to 
your questions. 

Moderator: Heather Lee Miller, Historical Research Associates

Rona Spellecacy, HDR Inc. 
Alexander Stevenson, Historical Research Associates, Inc.
Todd Stribley, U.S. Department of Energy
Renee Gledhill-Earley, North Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
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DINE-AROUND DURHAM

 The NCAEP is looking forward to giving you a culinary tour of the South during your visit to their lovely state. Wednesday evening join other 
conference attendees for a “meet and greet” dinner opportunity.  We’ll make the reservation and coordinate the group.  All you have to do is 
choose what you’d like to have for dinner! (Guests will pay their own charges.)

 There will be sign-up sheets near the registration table with key details for each of the restaurants as well as their price ranges. Meet in 
the lobby at 6:00 PM to greet your dinner companions and head out for a culinary adventure!

Dine Around Options (descriptions courtesy of the restaurant or www.downtowndurham.com)

Dame’s Chicken and Waffle – Crispy, Southern-fried perfection meets deliciously sweet European decadence. Dame’s pairings are world-class, 
comfort food combinations meant to fulfill your appetite’s and heart’s desires. From “first-timers” to “barnyard veterans”, Dame’s Almost World 
Famous Chicken and Waffle inspirations are truly palette-pleasing pairings that offer something special for all.

Mateo features a menu that blends the flavors of Spain with beloved ingredients and dishes of the South with a casual, yet refined, menu of 
Spanish small plates with a Southern inflection.  Accompanying the food is a robust Spanish wine list, as well as one of the largest sherry offerings 
in the country.

M Sushi’s menu is small and purposeful and uses only very special seasonal seafood received directly from Japan, Korea, and the United States. 
The quality of the dishes is a result of dedication to fresh ingredients and emphasis placed on maintaining traditional Japanese cuisine with 
Peruvian and Spanish influences.

Rue Cler is a Parisian-style restaurant, bakery, and café in downtown Durham which uses the freshest of southeastern ingredients prepared simply 
in the style of a Parisian neighborhood restaurant.

Tobacco Road Sports Cafe offers everything a sports fan could possibly want and more.  Tobacco Road offers delicious, fresh, local food and all 
the sports you could ask for!  (We’ll plan to catch a Duke University baseball game from the restaurant’s terrace overlooking left field!)

Watts Grocery has roots firmly planted in North Carolina and features favorite local foods, many raised, caught, smoked, pickled, or cured within a 
two-hour radius.  The owner weaves them into her cooking, and the result is an updated, distinctive take on North Carolina cuisine.

All restaurants are within walking distance, with the exception of Watts Grocery, for which we’ll try to carpool.

“With a reverence for life’s everyday pleasures (we’re talking coffee, beer, pizza, and pie here), a 
passionate mix of chefs, farmers, brewers, bakers, and baristas have quietly transformed Durham 
into one of the hottest food destinations in the South. Part of what makes Bull City compelling is the 
confluence of old and new. Its foodie future is gradually wiping out its tobacco past, yet remnants of 
the town’s first industry provide a backdrop for its current scene. Both the American Tobacco Historic 
District and Brightleaf Square, two mixed-use developments brimming with restaurants, bars, and live 
music venues, are housed in former tobacco warehouses that date back to the 1800s and 1900s. The 
town’s top tastemakers are also drawing national attention. Durham recently scored four James Beard 
Foundation Award semi-finalist nods, including one for Scott Howell at Nana’s for Best Chef Southeast. 
But it’s not white tablecloth restaurants driving the scene here. Instead, it’s artisans committed to 
crafting their own to-die-for takes on simple culinary delights.” – Southern Living magazine
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WALKING TOURS

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION TOUR
Tuesday, March 28, 1:15 – 5:00 PM
 Wildlands Engineering will lead a tour of two local ecosystem restoration projects showcasing large scale restoration of stream, 
riparian, and wetland habitats that have utilized innovative design techniques to create diverse ecological terrains. Each project tour will focus 
on the process of assessment, design, and construction to create a natural system that improves the water quality, biological, and hydrologic 
functions on the site. Special emphasis will be placed on the innovative structures, best management practices, and design philosophies utilized 
to advance the science behind ecosystem restoration. The projects have been completed for mitigation credit through a unique North Carolina 
In-Lieu Fee program that offsets impacts to jurisdictional waters utilizing a Full-Delivery Project process essentially transferring the development, 
implementation, and risk of success to private firms. Discussion of the project development and management of the Full-Delivery Project process 
will be discussed in terms of how it helps promote innovation and project success.

TOUR PROJECTS
Candy Creek Stream Mitigation Project construction was completed in late 2016. The project restored or enhanced 
over 20,000 linear feet of stream, including removal of several cattle ponds, restoring stream channels to their native 
floodplains, excluding cattle from stream channels, and creating vernal pool habitat. Candy Creek is a watershed scale 
rural landscape project, which encompasses most of the head water tributaries as well as the main stem of Candy 
Creek.

Little Troublesome Creek Stream and Wetland Mitigation Project is an urban stream and wetland restoration project 
that restored a mile of Irvin and Little Troublesome Creeks and over 10 acres of riparian wetland. Challenges of this 
project included managing a project with urban storm water runoff, coordination with FEMA developing a Conditional 
Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR), and the relocation of a natural gas line and easement.

TOUR LEADERS

 Leading the tour will be two veterans of the North Carolina ecosystem restoration industry, Shawn Wilkerson and John Hutton. Shawn 
and John lead Wildlands Engineering, a 35-person firm dedicated to ecosystem restoration and water quality management in the Southeast United 
States. They have a combined 33 years of experience in watershed planning, design, and construction of stream and wetland systems

TOUR LEADER BIOS

Shawn Wilkerson, President
 Shawn Wilkerson is the President of Wildlands Engineering, a full-service ecological restoration firm, specializing 
in stream and wetland restoration, water quality management, and watershed planning. Often his work encompasses 
overseeing and managing large-scale mitigation projects. Wildlands is a diverse team of 35 professionals that consists 
of stream and wetland designers, engineers, hydrologists, ecologists, real estate brokers, and GIS analysts. Wildlands’ 
five offices are in Charlotte, Raleigh, Asheville, NC; Fairfax, VA; and Charleston, SC. Shawn also serves on the Board of the 
North Carolina Ecological Restoration Association, has a Master’s in Science of Civil Engineering with a Water Resources 
Concentration and is a North Carolina Real Estate Broker.

 Throughout his career Shawn has focused on creating innovative and thoughtful ecological restoration projects. His ecological team has 
designed more than 78 miles of streams and over 441 acres of wetlands in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. Wildlands Engineering 
currently has 40 major turn-key mitigation projects with over $62 million in contract value and has six active mitigation banks.

 John Hutton, Vice President
 John Hutton is Vice President and Senior Project Manager for Wildlands and has fifteen years of experience in the 
assessment and restoration of streams and wetlands. He serves as the senior technical advisor for wetlands restoration 
within the firm. John has managed numerous large-scale restoration projects for a variety of public and private clients 
throughout the Southeast including over 20 miles of restored stream and over 350 acres of restored wetlands. He has 
been responsible for all aspects of stream and wetland restoration projects including site searches, feasibility studies, 
mitigation planning, mitigation design, construction management, and post construction monitoring. John has also 
served as project manager on several watershed and water quality projects throughout the Southeast.
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TOUR OF THE DUKE UNIVERSITY’S STREAM AND WETLAND ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT PARK (SWAMP)
Wednesday, March 29, 1:15 – 5:00 PM
 This tour showcases Duke University’s Stream and Wetland Assessment Management Park (SWAMP) in Duke Forest, just off N.C. 751 near 
the university’s West Campus in Durham N.C. SWAMP is a 14-acre restored stream-wetland-lake complex designed to help protect the Triangle’s 
drinking water supply by controlling storm water runoff that drains into the Sandy Creek watershed from the campus and 1,200 surrounding acres.

 The site also serves as an outdoor classroom for graduate and undergraduate students, and as a field laboratory for testing new wetland 
restoration technologies and studying biological diversity, hydrology, mosquito control, water quality, invasive plant species and other issues.

 “Our goal was to re-create an ecosystem similar to what you would have found here 75 to 100 years ago,” said Curtis J. Richardson, 
director of the Duke University Wetland Center and professor of resource ecology at Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences.

 Storm runoff containing heavy concentrations of sediment, nitrogen, phosphorus and other urban pollutants drains into Sandy Creek. The 
creek, a tributary of New Hope Creek, meets all state pollution standards when it enters northern Durham County but often has been in violation by 
the time it left southern Durham County, bound for Jordan Lake, part of the Triangle’s drinking water reservoir.

 Scientists and students at the Wetland Center and Nicholas School, as well as from Duke’s biology department and its Pratt School 
of Engineering, have worked on the project for more than three years. They re-contoured and replanted the creek’s heavily eroded, silt-clogged 
streambed and its banks, restored a riparian wetland along the floodplain, built a new wetland, and built a storm water reservoir and earthen dam 
to replace an old dam that was in disrepair.

 “By restoring the natural stream contours and floodplain that used to be here before the onslaught of urban development, we have 
re-created a healthy wetland ecosystem that can sop up pollutants and improve wildlife habitat,” Richardson said. “What we learn here will benefit 
many wetlands and watersheds nationwide.” Several publications in peer-reviewed journals have shown the water quality benefits of this project in 
terms of sediment and nutrient removal as well as biological uplift for aquatic macroinvertebrates.

 Agencies and organizations providing funding or in-kind support for SWAMP include the Clean Water Management Trust Fund, City 
of Durham, Durham Soil and Water Conservation District, National Science Foundation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, New Hope Creek 
Corridor Committee, N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources, N.C. Ecosystem Enhancement Program, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, N.C. Water Resources Development Grant Program, Duke University and the Duke University Wetland Center Case Studies Endowment

Primary Tour Leader: Dr. Curtis Richardson
 Dr. Curtis Richardson is an internationally acclaimed ecologist and wetland soil scientist who has devoted his career to conducting 
research on phosphorus biogeochemistry in wetland ecosystems around the world.  As Director of the Duke University Wetland Center and the John 
O. Blackburn Distinguished Professor of Resource Ecology at Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment, Dr. Richardson directs wetland science 
and management research.  His main interests are in phosphorus nutrient dynamics, the effects of environmental stress on plant communities and 
growth response, wetland restoration, and peatland carbon sequestration. He has spent considerable efforts translating this research into realistic 
management techniques that improve wetland ecosystems while sustaining ecological functions on the landscape. He is a Fellow of the Society of 
Wetland Scientists, the Soil Science Society of America, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. In addition, he is a recipient 
of the 2006 National Wetlands Award.

Secondary/Support Tour Leader: John Dorney, Moffat and Nichol
 John Dorney has been employed by Moffat and Nichol since March 2014 after spending two years with another private engineering/
environmental consulting firm. With these firms, he is and was responsible for environmental permitting, wetland and stream functional 
assessment, as well as teaching classes in stream identification and functional assessment.  He retired from the N.C. Division of Water Quality after 
twenty-eight years of service.  During that time, Mr. Dorney was responsible for the 401 Water Quality Certification Program that was responsible 
for regulatory review of development projects to ensure compliance with the state’s wetland, stream and buffer regulations as well as the Wetlands 
Program Development Unit which was responsible for developing and implementing new or modified wetland regulatory policies including 
compensatory mitigation, wetland monitoring, FERC relicensing, wetland and stream functional assessment, as well as conducting various training 
activities.

WALKING TOURS
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WALKING TOURS

DUKE FOREST TOUR
Thursday, March 30, 9:30 A.M. – 1:30 P.M. 
 Duke Forest is owned and managed by Duke University.  It consists of over 7,000 acres of forested land and open fields in Durham, 
Orange, and Alamance counties.  It has been managed for teaching and research purposes since 1931.  The mission of the forest is to facilitate 
research that addresses fundamental and applied questions concerning forested and aquatic ecosystems and to aid in the instruction of students 
so that they will be informed citizens and effective stewards of our natural resources.  The management of the forest is guided by a comprehensive 
plan that promotes the Forest’s academic mission while ensuring the protection of its natural resources.  The Duke Forest also provides education 
and outreach through tours and volunteer events and serves as an outdoor recreation destination for the local community. 

 Together, we will explore a unique section of the Duke Forest looking for those first spring blooms on a guided nature hike.

Tour Leader: Nicolette Cagle, Nicholas School of the Environment
 Nicolette is faculty in the Nicholas School of the Environment, the Director of the NSOE Writing Studio, and the Director of the 
Environmental Science Summer Program at Duke.  She conducts research in ecology and environmental education.   Her research has taken her 
to Italy, where she explored natural areas across the country, collected data on interpretive signs at nature centers, and interviewed Italians with 
a passion for the environment.  She loves to hike, explore nature, travel, learn languages and write poetry. As a certified environmental educator, 
Nicolette also teaches and consults for a number of organizations in the Durham area. Nicolette received her Doctorate in Ecology from Duke 
University and a B.S. in Natural Resources and Environmental Science from the University of Illinois – Urbana.
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ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONAL
FOR THE 

nicholas.duke.edu 919.613.8070 @DukeEnvironment

Executive Education: 
Non-degree short courses and certificate programs that 
meet the specific needs of environmental professionals.
Open enrollment or customized formats available. 
Contact execed@nicholas.duke.edu

MEM (Online):
A two-year online professional graduate program 
specifically designed for mid-career environmental
professionals who seek the benefits of an advanced degree 
from Duke while continuing to work. 
Contact del@nicholas.duke.edu

MEM/MF (On-Campus): 
Students analyze and manage natural environments 
for human benefit and ecosystem health to complete 
these two-year Masters degrees.  
Contact admissions@nicholas.duke.edu

Career and Professional Development Center: 
Helps your organization create cost-effective and 
time-efficient strategies to connect with an outstanding 
network of Nic School students, faculty, and alumni. 
   

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
EXPERTISE

Tres Rios Environmental Restoration, Arizona

The HNTB Companies
Infrastructure Solutions

hntb.com

Clients look to HNTB’s environmental planning group to address their 
most challenging environmental projects. Our team works to account 
for natural and social resources through regulatory and planning 
requirements balanced with timely, innovative and cost-effective  
project solutions to fulfill client and community needs. 

Jack Allen
Environmental Planning  
Practice Leader
joallen@hntb.com

PLANNING FOR A   
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff offers a holistic, 
multidisciplinary approach to planning,  
enabling us to meet our clients’ social,  
economic and environmental goals.

 u Transit & Rail Planning
 u Environmental Permitting
 u Public Involvement & Communications
 u Master Planning
 u Transit-oriented Development
 u Complete Streets

Partner with WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff  
to create the sustainable communities of 
tomorrow.

For career opportunities visit wsp-pb.com/usa
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VISIT
go.vermontlaw.edu/NAEP

to learn more and lock in a 
15% NAEP association discount.

FLEXIBLE
LAW DEGREE OPTIONS

Accelerated 2-year,
Traditional 3-year,

Extended 4-year, and 
NEW Reduced

Residency option

Complete in 1 year
on campus or

18 months online.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY
ENERGY LAW
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE LAW 

EARN A
MASTER’S DEGREE

USE THE POWER
OF THE LAW
TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

Inform| Connect| Elevate

edrnet.com

Do your best work, faster  
with the most advanced 

reports and workflow tools. 
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Achieve your goals by designing your own fieldwork with a 
Master of Environmental Studies. Join our Program Director  
at 12 p.m. on April 4th for an online Virtual Café Q&A session. 

WWW.UPENN.EDU/MES

the moment your classes start
Put your passion to work 

PENN’S MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

www.duke-energy.com

Making a difference.

At Duke Energy, sustainability is about making decisions and 
taking actions that are good for today – and better for tomorrow. 
It’s about being environmentally progressive, honest and ethical, 
and committed to making our communities better places to live.

Sustainability is about doing the right thing – even when it’s not 
the easy thing to do.
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We’re passionate about  
improving our communities 
and our world through the 
work that we do. 

w
w

w
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om

Engineers | Scientists | Planners | Designers
23 offices along the east coast

CREATING 
ECOLOGICAL 
SOLUTIONS 
THROUGH 
INNOVATIVE 
ENGINEERING.www.WILDLANDSENG.com

Design with 
community in mind

stantec.com
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Hawaii 
Association of 
Environmental 
Professionals

Hawaii 
Association of 
Environmental 
Professionals
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TRACK CHAIRS

Brownfields and Remediation Remediation Techniques Christopher Burkhardt, Falcon Engineering

Climate Change, Mountains to Sea, Water Resources Jonathan Welker, UAS Applications in the Environmental Industry

Cultural Resources Heather Miller, Historical Research Associates

Ecological Restoration Ward Marotti, WK Dickson

Endangered Species Misty Buchanan, North Carolina Natural Heritage Program

Energy Ann Miracle, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

NEPA Michael Smith, ENERCON

Transportation Kristen Maines, Infrastructure Consulting & Engineering

LOCAL COMMITTEE SUPPORT

Keynote Speakers Jennifer Burdette, NC Division of Water Resources

Keynote Speakers Amber Coleman, Stantec

Volunteers & App Kim Hamlin, TGS Engineers

Sponsors Liz DiNatale, Sepi Engineering

Tours John Dorney, Moffatt & Nichol

Social Planning Paul Hughes, Froehling & Robertson

Student Scholarships Vickie Miller, HDR

Everything Thrown At Him Nic Frederick, HDR

NC Chapter Support Ward Marotti, WK Dickson

NC Chapter Support Chris Hopper, Carolina Ecosystems

NC Chapter Support Adam Karagosian, PB

NC Chapter Support Kirsten Ullman, NC Division of Mitigation Services

NC Chapter Support Sean Clark, Sage Ecological Services

COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Technical Co-Chair Lynn McLeod, CEP, PMP, Battelle Memorial Institute

Local Co-Chair John Jamison, HDR

Conference Manager Ann Mitchell, Association Headquarters

Meeting Coordinator/Registration Manager Jessica Hall, Association Headquarters

2017 ANNUAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
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Relevant Education for  
Environmental Professionals 
American Public University, through a partnership with the National 
Association of Environmental Professionals (NAEP), offers NAEP members 
dynamic and collaborative degree and certificate programs that are 
affordable and online. Our programs include: 

• National Environmental Policy Act Graduate Certificate 
• M.S. in Environmental Policy & Management with National 
 Environmental Policy Act Concentration 
• Environmental Sustainability Graduate Certificate
• Environmental Planning and Design Graduate Certificate 
• Global Environmental Management Graduate Certificate

Get started today at StudyAtAPU.com/NAEP

We want you to make an informed decision about the university that’s right for you. For more about our graduation rates, the 
median debt of students who completed each program, and other important information, visit www.apus.edu/disclosure.

One hundred and HDR. A century of pushing the boundaries of what’s 
possible. A legacy of bringing innovative solutions to every project—
no matter the challenge. A future of collaborating and creating the 
only way we know how. Together.

hdr100.com  
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